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Abstract 

In Taiwan, the project of “Shenao thermal power plant” expansion (Ministry of 
Economics Affairs, 2018) was opposed by environmental groups and local residents (Liao, 
2018; Greenpeace, 2018; DeAeth, 2018). The divergent discussions on Shenao power plant 
issue was voted in in 2018 Referendum in order to seek public opinions (Ferry, 2018b). As 
politics in Taiwan is characterized as a two-party system consisting of Kuo Ming Tang (KMT)-
led political alliance and Democracy Progress Party-led (DPP) league (Hsiao, 2014), 
perspectives about environmental issues inevitably have been divided into two types of claims 
supported by different political parties and ideologies. The news reporting about Shenao power 
plant in both traditional and digital-native media showed struggles and conflicts between KMT 
and DPP (ETtoday News, 2018; Hsu, 2018; Chang, 2018).  

Slant or bias in news involves selections of news media contents (Schudson, 2003). Some 
mainstream media showed partisan slant which were in favor of a political party (Merkley, 
2019). Past studies found it difficult to operationalize concepts of “bias” or “balance” 
(Hopmann, Van Aelst & Legnante, 2012; Lichter, 2017). Researchers focused on content-based 
analysis, considering that framing or text-based factors as a crucial factor of slant. In order to 
cover large amount of news contents, these studies only measure partisan slant based on 
frequency of mentions. Alternatively, this research proposed to use semantic network analysis 
to examine the selected issues regarding partisan slant in news media framing. 

Before exploring the partisan slant, this research investigated news media’s framing in 
environmental news coverage during 2018 referendum. This study’s RQ1 examined the salient 
issues and framing of the Shenao power plant issues in different media types (traditional news 
media, digital-native news media, and social media). It further compared salient issues of 
Facebook posts from fan pages of KMT/DPP political actors (politicians or political 
organizations) and environmental group fan pages related to the Shenao power plant issue. RQ2 
explored the partisan slant of news media on Shenao power plant referendum issue, which 
regarded social media contents from two political parties (KMT and DPP) as the parameters to 
measure news media’s partisan slant. The environmental groups were used as the non-partisan 
parameter for comparison. RQ2a measured the partisan slant of two types of news media, while 
RQ2b identified partisan slant of all news media. The semantic network correlation analysis 
utilized Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP) (Krackhardt, 1988) to identify the partisan 
leaning of news media.  Finally, RQ3 investigated the salient issues in news media which were 
labelled their partisan leaning as pro-KMT or pro-DPP categories.   
This research conducted analysis with two datasets which included uMiner’s online media 
news articles and QSearch’s Facebook posts dated July 1 to November 30, 2018. This research 
considered the Environmental Protect Administration’s (EPA) official announcement on June 
28 that Shenao power plant expansion project was approved by environmental impact 
assessment review as the the start for data collection, and it ended at six days after the 
referendum on 24 November 2018. Through Boolean keywords, uMiner platform provided 
news contents regarding Shenao power plant issue, consisting of 2,627 articles, including 1,597 
articles from six traditional media brands (61%) and 1,030 articles from four digital native 
news media (39%). QSearch Trend panel provided 817 Facebook posts related to Shenao power 
plant (550 from KMT, 45 posts from DPP, and 222 from environmental group fan pages). As 
for data analysis, RQ1 used the two dataset, while RQ2, and RQ3 used the same news media 
dataset but different Facebook dataset. In order eliminate biases, RQ2 and RQ3 utilized the 
different Facebook dataset through random sampling on Facebook posts composed of 135 
posts, including 45 posts from DPP, KMT and environmental group pages, which would keep 
the same article number as the three parameters to measure slant. 
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The results showed that the Shenao Power Plant-related topics mentioned by all 
communicators (i.e., DPP/KMT political actors and environmental groups on Facebook, 
traditional news media and digital native news media) focused on three dimensions: Shenao 
power plant, politics and Government, and environmental concerns. The terms of two political 
parties (KMT and DPP) dominated the top-ten salient issues among all the communicators 
except for the environmental groups. The environmental groups on Facebook focused more on 
the environmental concerns in their top-ten salient issues. As for the correlation analysis, both 
traditional media and digital native media were significantly correlated to a greater degree to 
the environment network, rather than correlated to DPP or KMT actors. That is, what the news 
media reported on Shenao power plant issue was closely similar to what environmental groups 
discussed about, rather than political actors’ discussion focus. Both traditional news media and 
digital native media showed more partisan slant towards KMT actors. As for the partisan slant 
of news media brands, eight media leaned towards KMT actors (pro-KMT), but one digital 
native media and one traditional news media showed more correlated to DPP actors (pro-DPP). 
Regarding the result of RQ3, the pro-DPP and pro-KMT media shared similar crucial concepts: 
Shenao power plant, two major political parties (DPP and KMT), and the words related to the 
government. That is, traditional and digital native news media focused on Shenao power plant 
issue, partisan, politics, and environmental concerns, indicating that despite partisan leaning, 
both media types mainly focused on similar themes in two political parties. 

As for contributions, this study made efforts to fill the research gaps by investigating 
media slant, framing, semantic network analysis, Taiwan’s environmental concerns through 
semantic network analysis.  As the measurements of media slant were still diverged (D'Alessio 
& Allen, 2000; Lichter, 2017), this research proposed to use the social media contents as 
parameters to measure the slant, extending the concepts of “partisan slant” or “media slant”. 
Additionally, this research extended the understanding of intermedia influences across media 
platforms through semantic way, providing more possibilities of using intermedia contents to 
measure partisan slant. Empricially, it explored the different framing and salient issues between 
news media social media, providing text-based research insights on Taiwan news research on 
referendum issues. With a two-system party politics, Taiwan encountered conflicts between the 
two major political parties (i.e., KMT and DPP), and based on the analysis of the Shenao plant 
case, the environmental issues turned into political framing in some reports on local news 
media.  
 
keywords: partisan slant, semantic network analysis, social media, referendum, Taiwan 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Research Background 

As news is a representation of the world, it involves selections for any representation, which 

would cause bias whenever news media decide what to present on coverage (Schudson, 2003). 

As previous studies suggested, media bias was considered “more or less” left or right leaning 

of “center” (Gentzkow, Shapiro & Stone, 2015). Rather than the “honesty or accuracy”, media 

bias or slant is more like a “taste or preference” as specific issues or its actors are described in 

news outlets (Groseclose & Milyo, 2005). News slant or bias exists in nowadays society, 

although news media are expected to release objective reporting. Partisan slant was believed 

to exist in some mainstream media which are in favor of one political party (Merkley, 2019). 

Many scholars considered it difficult in operationalizing concepts of “bias” or “balance” 

and measuring them precisely, as media slant might be triggered by political concerns or media 

routines (Hopmann, Van Aelst & Legnante, 2012; Lichter, 2017). In previous studies, some 

scholars proposed several ways to measure media slant, exploring factors that might shape 

news stories, such as media’s mediatization, commercial needs, economic marketplace, 

governmental pressures, public opinions, and so on (Gentzkow et al., 2015; Gentzkow & 

Shapiro, 2010; Groseclose & Milyo, 2005; Entman, 2007; Gerth & Siegert, 2012; D'Alessio & 

Allen, 2000; Lichter, 2017). Several researchers focused on content-based analysis, considering 
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that the framing or the text-based factors of contents are crucial to media slant. This study 

would adopt content-based and framing analysis as be the main focus in this study.  

In a democratic society, politics in Taiwan is considered bi-polarized by major political 

parties of Kuo Ming Tang (KMT) and Democracy Progress Party (DPP), which consists of  the 

“pan blue (KMT) leaning” and the “pan green (DPP) leaning” camps (Hsiao, 2014). Different 

from American politics with “liberal-conservative” or “left-right” political ideologies, 

Taiwanese two-party politics system is primarily stemmed from the party’s stance of cross-

strait (“independence-unification”) relationship with China (Hsiao, 2014). While KMT is 

generally considered pro-reunification with China, DPP is in support of pro-independence of 

Taiwan. Under this circumstances, issues related to political activities such as elections or 

referendums, are easily framed by media as strategic game in news coverage, in which related 

to winning and losing, political actors, or campaign strategies, rather than substance of specific 

issues (Aalberg, Strömbäck & De Vreese, 2012). That is, news media might be highly relevant 

to political concerns instead of issue foci, or even leaning on one-sided ideology.  

Some scholars (Bolsen & Matthew, 2018) probed into what and how news media selected 

contents as salient issues. As for how media portrayed the issues, some scholars suggested that 

it is a crucial concern of media’s news selection on partisan conflicts, since they may have 

better news worthy than focusing only on issue consensus (Baum & Groeling, 2008; Iyengar 

& Hahn, 2009). In Robison and Mullinix's study (2016), news slant or polarization in news 

framing was stemmed from elite’s ideological commitment and their strategic incentives from 

whose political stance. Brants and Voltmer (2011) suggested the interrelationship of political 

actors and media gave rise to the strategic news for political marketing and strengthen 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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“candidate-centered, image-driven, polarized and spectacular” news, but “less organized 

around issues and ideologies” (p.5).  

This study would conduct a specific investigation on identifying “what” news media 

chose to expose in their frames of an environmental and energy policy issue at 2018 

referendum, and measuring partisan tendency. In Taiwan, the shortage of electricity is an urgent 

but long existing problem. Shenao power plant is a thermal power station located in northern 

Taiwan. Early in 2015, Taiwan’s Chinese National Federation of Industries (CNFI) identified 

“five shortages” of Taiwan, referring to the lack of land, water, power, manpower, and talent, 

which led the deteriorating economic competition as investments from over-seas declined 

(Chinese National Federation of Industries, 2018; Ferry, 2018a). Parallel to two-system politics 

circumstances, environmental issues are long tied up with citizens’ political ideologies. Since 

Taiwan’s struggle on electricity shortage was under vigorous debates, the Shenao power plant, 

which the petition was signed for referendum on November 24 2018, generated more 

attractions and discussions (Ferry, 2018b).  

In the end of June in 2018, Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) officially 

announced that the project of Shenao power plant expansion was approved by environmental 

impact assessment review. On July, several environmental NGOs, (including Anti-Shenao 

Plant Self-Help Group, Environmental Rights Foundation, Wild Heart Taiwan, Greenpeace, 

and so on) initiated a protest nearby Executive Yuan, appealing to withdraw the Shenao power 

plant project for air equality and ecological protections (Wild Heart Taiwan, 2018; Lin, 2018a; 

Chang & Teng, 2018). On October 12, a month before the referendum (November 24), Taiwan 

premier announced that the government was calling off the Shenao power plant expansion 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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project (Teng, 2018). The scrapping of Shenao power plant project was seen as the 

consideration of the votes of election in 24 November (Apple Daily, 2018). 

The election was considered a prelude for the presidential election in 2020, in which the 

ruling party DPP was facing tough challenge from the opposition KMT (Aspinwall, 2018). 

News outlets of the Shenao power plant showed political struggles and conflicts between KMT 

and DPP, despite being an environmental issue. The project was interpreted as a strategy 

between the politics game between KMT and DPP in several local news (ETtoday News, 2018; 

Hsu, 2018; Chang, 2018). This research considered the Environmental Protect Administran’s 

(EPA) official announcement as a crucial starting point, that Shenao power plant expansion 

project approved by environmental impact assessment review on June 28. It would be the 

starting point for the time frame of the analysis in this study. From this time, the government 

officially announced the agreement of Shenao power plant project. Besides, the time frame of 

analysis was set to end by November 30, 6 days after the referendum occurred. 

Besides the partisan conflicts of Shenao power plant issue suggested in news outlets, 

news frame of political conflict or strategy in environmental issues was analyzed and discussed 

in previous studies (Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018; Nisbet, 2010; O’Neill, Williams, Kurz, Wiersma 

& Boykoff, 2015). News frames of political conflict or strategy in environmental issues (such 

as climate change, or international environmental summits) highlighted the conflicts among 

elites or political actors, such as winners or losers in political strategies, or battle of groups as 

games behind policies (Nisbet, 2010; Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018). Along with the previous studies 

and local news outlets, Shenao power plant project as an environmental issue tied with partisan 

discourses among news media would be designed as the case in this study.  

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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This research would not only analyze the news media contents, but also the posts from 

political actors and environmental groups on Facebook. The comparison and observations on 

frames and salient concepts among different communicators, between news media, political 

actors, environmental groups and news media would be the first focus in this study. As for the 

the partisan slant of news media, the second focus in this research, semantic networks made of 

KMT/DPP political actors’s Facebook posts would be utilized as the parameter to measure the 

partisan slant in different types of news media. In addition, the semantic network made of 

Facebook posts from environmental groups would be used as another parameter. Although 

measuring the network correlation between environmental groups and news media was not the 

main research purpose in this research, adding the environmental semantic network as another 

parameter would help to observe how the discourse of news media correlated to the partisan 

discourse. The network correlation analysis would explore the partisan slant and the correlation 

to environmental discourse in different types of news media and each news media brand. 

 

1.2. Research Purposes  

Semantic network analysis would be used in this study. As a text-based analysis, semantic 

network analysis measures the relationship of the words, focusing on the shared meaning and 

the relationship of concept constructions in word co-occurrence pairs as they form in groups 

or clusters (Rice & Danowski, 1993; Doerfel & Barnett, 1999). It would map the salient issues 

in different types of news media (traditional and digital native) and social media contents. This 

research section would depict the dominated issues framed in news coverage. It would help to 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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examine whether politics concern or issue based message would dominate news coverage, as 

the Shenao power plant issue as a referendum issue related to political activities. 

Next, it would explore the existing of partisan slant in news contents on the issue, from 

the aspect of media’s content selections that caused selection bias. From the past studies that 

measured the partisan slant through content-based way, for example, Gentzkow and Shapiro 

(2010) constructed a new index and compared the phase frequency of newspaper with 

Republican and Democrat congressional documents, to identify the partisan slant of news 

media. However, these studies measuring partisan slant only based on frequency of mentions, 

in order to cover large amount of news contents. From the aspect of agenda setting or framing, 

it could compensate for staying at level of frequency. The aspect of “agenda bias”, which 

measured slant based on agenda level, covering the level of news-story understanding about 

how journalists or news media selected the issues or concepts (Eberl, Boomgaarden & Wagner, 

2017). However, many scholars used manual content analysis to measure partisan slant from 

aspect of agenda setting or framing, in order to understand the news story in news outlets.  

To fill the research gap of going beyond the frequency level and simultaneously 

understanding selected issues regarding news framing when measuring the partisan slant, this 

research proposed to use semantic network analysis to identify the salient issues, and measure 

the partisan slant of news media. Partly based on Gentzkow and Shapiro’s research (2010), this 

research would also consider contents from two political parties (KMT and DPP) as the partisan 

parameter, but it would take social media contents to measure the partisan slant. From the 

aspects of scholars, social media gradually reshape the formation of journalism, as the 

reciprocal information flow between social media and news media was observed by scholars 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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(Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang & Bae, 2014; Jang, Mckeever & Kim, 2019; Wang & Guo, 2018). 

As mentioned in the previous section, the semantic network made of Facebook posts from 

environmental groups would be used as another parameter, which would help to observe how 

the discourse of news media correlated to environmental discourse directly, and the partisan 

discourse indirectly. 

In order to investigate news contents showing political struggles in this referendum issue, 

it would be the first focus (RQ1) to explore the salient issue and framing in different types of 

media (online news media and social media) regarding the Shenao power plant. For the online 

news media, it would investigate how two different types of news media (traditional and digital 

native) portrayed the issue. In addition, this study would consider social media content a crucial 

role in this study. Due to the ubiquity of social media use, people gradually tend to obtain their 

news information on social media (Albalawi & Sixsmith, 2015). It would also be a research 

focus on agenda setting of political actors (politicians or political organizations) and 

environmental groups in this issue, through analyzing salient concepts of posts that mentioned 

Shenao power plant project from KMT/DPP political actors and environmental groups. That 

is, this study would first (RQ1) compare salient issues portrayed not only in the two types of 

online news media (traditional/digital native), but also the Facebook contents in two-party fan 

pages, along with environmental groups fan pages.  

The second research question (RQ2) would compare the partisan slant of two types of 

online news media (traditional/digital native). In first part of second research question (RQ2a), 

it would measure the partisan slant of the two types of news media. In the second part (RQ2b), 

it would identify each partisan slant of all news media whether belonging to traditional or 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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digital native news media. The social media contents refer to the DPP/ KMT political actors’ 

official fan page on Facebook, the same dataset from the first research part (RQ1). The semantic 

network correlation analysis (Quadratic Assignment Procedure, QAP) (Krackhardt, 1988) 

would define the partisan leaning on online news media, by calculating the correlations of 

contents between Facebook posts and news media. In both RQ2a and RQ2b, this research 

would include the semantic network of environmental groups as another parameter, for the non-

partisan comparison as mentioned before. The third part of the research (RQ3) would 

investigate the salient issue and framing upon the news media labelled partisan leaning. Similar 

to the first research process (RQ1), semantic network analysis would be used to identify the 

salient issues of news media. Different from the RQ1, two groups of news media would be 

categorized upon the partisan leaning that would be process in RQ2. On top of this, it can 

compare the framing and salient concept under the classification of types of media 

(traditional/digital native) and partisan leaning (pro-KMT/pro-DPP). 

 

1.3. Research Significance 

As for the research significance, first of all, this research explored the applications of semantic 

network analysis, partisan slant research, and framing analysis. Regarding semantic network 

research, the applications of the semantic correlation analysis (QAP) on partisan slant research 

was a research focus. It would provide another way to measure media slant, upon the text-based 

level, and help this research to explore the possibility of doing quantitative content analysis. 

Second, this study would explore Taiwan news research on referendum issues, based on 

the investigation on Shenao power plant issue. Due to the two-party system and politics 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU202000381
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struggle in Taiwan, news of referendum issues was easily laden with conflicts of two parties 

rather than issue-based focus. It would be another focus to analyze Taiwan referendum news 

research through semantic scopes.   

The application of intermedia contents would be the third focus in this study. For one 

thing, through using the semantic way, this research would investigate more possibilities of 

using intermedia contents to measure partisan slant. For another, this research would explore 

the different framing and salient issues between news media and social media upon the text 

level.   
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1. News Framing in Agenda Setting 

Framing defined by Entman (1993) is “to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make 

them more salient in a communicating text”, referring as “selection” and “salience” (p. 52). It 

provides the scheme about the issue that media put emphasis on. Framing allows to it locate, 

perceive, identify, label occurrences in terms, providing the understanding and shape of an 

issue, considered schemata, which give the interpretation of specified cultural central elements 

(Goffman, 1974). To frame is to select what is perceived reality and make them more salient in 

communication, to “promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral 

evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation” (Entman, 1993, p.52). It is an “unavoidable 

reality of the public communication process”, as journalists, experts, or advocates choose and 

conceptualize what to raise the awareness or mobilize the public (Nisbet, 2010, p.44). 

Framing was seen as an extension of agenda-setting, for that it involves the attribution 

about making an issue salient through selections (Scheufele, 2000; Chyi & McCombs, 2004). 

As Chyi and McCombs (2004) suggested, the object salience was defined as “a public issue, 

public figure, or any other topic” (p. 22) to be the first level of agenda setting, referred to the 

important topic or issue of media agenda. The second level of agenda setting involved 

attributions that how media selected and presented the salient objects, and how these selections 

influenced individual’s perceptions, such as framing and priming (Chyi and McCombs, 2004). 
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The framework could suggest various positions, rather than one common perspective, 

from different aspects interpreted by media or experts and how controversy of the issue is 

(Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). It could provide the public the shape of an issue, and help 

people as a tool to draw communication strategies and resolutions of problems (Van Gorp, 

2010).   

As Van Gorp (2010) suggested, through symbolic stereotypes, values, archetypes, myths 

or narratives, it would help to understand how journalism selected notions, interpreted the 

event, and framed news sources and issues. As framing was referred as selection and salience, 

for which journalists define problems, interpret causes, make moral judgement, and suggest 

remedies (Entman, 1993), to analyze the framing not only focus on the objects journalists 

emphasize on, but look into the relationship of the messages at an social level of how these 

selections constructed. This study would take Entman’s (1993) interpretation of framing as the 

core basis, that the framing referring as “salience” and media’s “selection”. Based on the theory, 

this research would investigate framing of a referendum issue through the semantic network 

analysis, which could investigate the salient issues based on frequency of word co-occurrence. 

The word co-occurrence frequency would be used to measure the words degree of salience 

through several metrics, and would help to explore the “saliences” of the issue among media 

contents, and communicators’ “selections” of this issue.  

 

2.2. Digital-Native Media and Online Traditional Media 

Due to the ubiquity of Internet and mobile devices, many traditional news struggle to survive 

the decreasing revenue, adapting to new media environments (Nee, 2013), as audiences can 
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consume their news or first-hand information via social media sites or online (Wu, 2016). The 

traditional media make effort on adapting to the web environment (Nee, 2013). Also, the new 

environment media gave birth to “digital-native” or “digital-born” media.  

Wu (2016) defined the “digital natives” as “entirely born and grown online”, which might 

start as online content aggregators making curation or distributing viral contents (p. 131). 

Previous studies analyzed and made discussions on traditional legacy news media and digital 

native news media, in journalistic or commercial aspects (Cui & Liu, 2017; Wu, 2016; Painter, 

Kristiansen & Schäfer, 2018; Chen, Shi, Guo, Wang & Li, 2019), branding differences (Arrese 

& Kaufmann, 2016). 

On the other hand, the digital-native news media considered by other scholars as 

nonprofit attempt to reshape the journalism through public serves reporting and audience 

engagement (Nee, 2013). Harlow and Salaverría (2016) showed the competing relationship 

between traditional news media and online-native news websites by depicting how online-

native sites put efforts to renovate outdated patterns of journalism, engaging between 

journalism, alternative media, and even activism. In Billard’s research (2019), the intermedia 

research suggested causal effects of digital- native media on legacy press media in a specific 

issue. 

This research would compare the phenomenon of partisan slant between digital-native 

media and online traditional media. It would compare how the digital-native media and online 

traditional media suggested different salient issues on referendum issue, from a journalistic 

aspect. Under the political communication contexts, either scholars believed that the 

technology advances make digital native media decrease news equality compared to legacy 
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news because of the profit and growth needs, or renovating the journalism as they put effort to 

public concerns, the comparison between these two sort of media still worth investigations. 

The partisan bias exploration in textual level, words and terms formatting semantic networks 

would provide different landscape of comparison in the two types of media. 

 

2.3. Media Slant and Bias 

Slant or Bias is existed in several aspects in media, not only scholars focused generally on 

“media bias”, but also investigated in different scopes such as partisan bias (Merkley, 2019), 

ideology bias (Jamieson & Cappella, 2008), framing bias (Entman, 2007), and so on. From the 

past studies, media bias, slant, or partisan bias were in widely discussion (Bourgeois, Rappaz 

& Aberer, 2018), and it seemed not attributed to a major theorist (D'Alessio & Allen, 2000). 

Scholars proposed their definitions and interpretations on this concept. Media bias is “nothing 

to do with the honesty or accuracy of the news outlet. Instead, our notion is more like a taste 

or preference” as Groseclose and Milyo depicted (2005, p. 1204). In Entman’s study (2007), it 

distinguished “bias” and “slant” differently, while “framing bias” was “consistent patterns in 

the framing of mediated communication that promote the influence of one side in conflicts over 

the use of government power” (p. 166), the “slant” was “the framing favors one side over the 

other in a current or potential dispute.” (p. 165) (Entman, 2007). On the basis of Entman’s 

definition of “bias” and “slant”, this study would consider “slant” as the major concept, since 

it is more matched with the context of the study.  

Since 1970s to 1990s, slant or bias was widely investigated in newspaper and TV. In 

recent years, the core definition, measurement or impact of media slant are still diverged 
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(Lichter, 2017). As several factors are considered to cause partisan media, to operationalize 

media bias accurately is not that easy. Several factors were believed by scholars that could 

affect media slant, such as media’s mediatization, commercial needs, economic marketplace, 

governmental pressures, public opinions, etc (Gerth & Siegert, 2012; D'Alessio & Allen, 2000; 

Lichter, 2017; Groseclose & Mily, 2005). Hopmann et al. (2012) believed that media balance 

was defined by “political system” and “media routines”. The former involved how the contents 

cover and treat political actors equally that often occurs in two-party system, and the latter 

refers to media’s routine news selection based on news values or newsworthiness.  

In recent years, some scholars investigated media slant or bias in aspects of economics, 

proposing economic bias models on the basis of media’s market demand and supply (Gentzkow 

& Shapiro, 2010; Lichter, 2017; Gentzkow et al., 2015). Besides, media balance is also affected 

by sponsors, political institutions, think tanks or specific interest groups (Ferguson, 2016; 

Groseclose & Milyo, 2005).  

As media slant was believed to affect citizen’s party or position preference (Eberl et al., 

2017), the framing of different news media media could explain how media sources select their 

information and spin an event to the audience (Ferguson, 2016). Therefore, many researchers 

focused on the content-based analysis, that the framing bias research is the most, or the effects 

of the news coverage analysis.  

Despite the fact that media slant or bias might be attributed to complex factors, from 

aspects of media contents three sorts bias were developed. Previous scholars (D'Alessio & 

Allen, 2000; Eberl et al., 2017) categorized three common sorts of media bias “visibility bias 

(coverage bias)”, “tonality bias (statement bias)”, and “agenda bias (gatekeeping or selectivity 
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bias)". In news outlets, “visibility bias” was treated as a benchmark measured by relative 

amount of coverage on some politicians or parties (Boomgaarden & Wagner, 2017). Studies 

partisan balance adopting analysis of visibility bias are believed to be the most, as it is 

considered straightforward to measure (Hopmann et al., 2012). “Tonality bias” is measured by 

valences on political parties or actors, evaluating how they are covered, and “agenda bias” 

investigated the extent that media highlight specific issues or information in connection with 

some political actors or parties (Eberl et al., 2017). 

Scholars who focused on the media contents conducted content analysis on intensity of 

campaign and style (Qin, Strömberg & Wu, 2018), agenda setting and framing (Chen et al., 

2019; Gerth & Siegert, 2012), or valence of the statements (Rafail & McCarthy, 2018) to 

measure the slant in news outlets. Chen et al. (2019) compared the haze-related contents on 

types of media (traditional vs social media) through agenda network analysis, exploring the 

attributes of haze either reflected threat or efficacy in two types of media. 

Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) proposed a media index to measure political news 

contents’ attitudes towards Republican or Democrat congress documents. They constructed a 

new index and compare the phase frequency of newspaper with Republican and Democrat 

congressional documents, to identify the partisan slant of news media. Another example, Gans 

and Leigh (2012) also measure news media’s political positions through media mentions of 

public intellectuals. However, these studies measuring partisan slant only based on frequency 

of mentions. At this level, they investigated the partisan slant from “visibility bias” aspect, 

through relative amount of coverage on some politicians or parties (Boomgaarden & Wagner, 

2017; Eberl et al., 2017).  
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From the aspect of agenda setting or framing, it could compensate for staying at level of 

frequency. The aspect of “agenda bias”, which measured slant based on agenda level, covering 

the level of news-story understanding about how journalists or news media selected the issues 

or concepts (Eberl et al., 2017). For example, Gans and Leigh (2012) coded the political stories 

on a 5-point scale and calculate the mean score to measure the left-right degree of news media. 

Eberl and his colleagues (2017) compared the policy issues portrayed in campaign 

communications and in media outlets through manual content analysis knowing the universe 

of news stories. However, many scholars used manual content analysis to measure partisan 

slant from aspect of agenda setting or framing, in order to understand the news story in news 

outlets.  

In order to fill up the research gap of going beyond the frequency level and 

simultaneously understanding the selected issues regarding to framing from news media, this 

research proposed to use semantic network analysis to identify the salient issues, and measure 

the partisan slant of news media. The semantic analysis based on words and terms mixed the 

way of investigating media slant through aspects of “visibility bias”, and “agenda bias” 

(Boomgaarden & Wagner, 2017). The semantic network analysis involved “visibility bias” as 

networks are constructed by the frequency of word-occurrence that makes connections; and it 

involved “agenda bias” as the words provided the salient concepts or issues that communicators 

put emphais on. Partly based on Gentzkow and Shapiro’s research (2010), this research would 

also consider contents from two political parties (KMT and DPP) as the partisan parameter, but 

it would take social media contents to measure the partisan slant. From the aspects of scholars, 

social media gradually reshapes the formation of journalism, as the “multi-flow” 
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communications between social media and news media was observed by scholars (Hilbert, 

Vásquez, Halpern, Valenzuela & Arriagada, 2017; Shi & Salmon, 2018).  

 

2.4. Social Media Contents as Bias Parameter 

In the contemporary media environments, individuals can receive information and news from 

more options than before. From online news and social media, people were exposed to 

abundant information, which enhance their political knowledge and (Gil de Zúñiga, Weeks & 

Ardèvol-Abreu, 2017). Due to the ubiquity of social media use, non-elite individuals could 

obtain, share instant news information and generate their voices, where they are easier to 

exchange ideas and have more opportunities to engage in discussions (Albalawi & Sixsmith, 

2015). 

While news media coverage set the salience of selected issues (Chyi & McCombs, 2004) 

as the first level agenda setting, the salience of debates on politics or referendum was regarded 

as the second level agenda setting (Wirth et al., 2010). In recent years, scholars combined the 

concepts of “framing” and “agenda setting” between news media and social media, and coined 

the term “frame setting” (Wang & Guo, 2018) to define the newly intermedia agendas 

relationship, due to the dynamic information flows (Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang & Bae, 2014; 

Jang et al., 2019), which went beyond the traditional ways to define framing and agenda setting.  

The intermedia agenda setting suggested that the information flow interworks effects on 

multi-channel digital media (Billard, 2019) where media contents influenced or set agenda 

from each other (Wang & Guo, 2018). Scholars found the dynamic and mutual information 

flow between social media and news media where ideas and agendas might be led from each 
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other rather than one-way transmitting pattern (Wang & Guo, 2018; Neuman et al, 2014). For 

example, Wang and Guo (2018) found a reciprocal relationship between the online news and 

Twitter, while they covered the issue of genetically modified mosquitoes through trend 

frequency observations and granger causality. Furthermore, Jang et al. (2019) found the 

corelation of intermedia information flow from social media to online mainstream news media. 

These findings provided support the rationale of this study to measure partisan slant through 

cross-media contents and use social media contents as the parameter to explore partisan leaning 

of news media. 

Second, given the tight connections on social media as public communication sphere, the 

nature of social media communication flows, as some scholars mentioned, had gone beyond 

the traditional “two-step flow;”and rather, the “multi-step flow” or “one-step flow” was 

proposed (Hilbert et al., 2017; Shi & Salmon, 2018). That is, the influencers or social media 

users possess more power on setting their agenda on issues. The traditional “two-step flow” 

indicated that the information would first reach the opinion leaders before flowing to the mass 

audiences (Katz, 1957). As a result of technological advancements, the “two-step flow” was 

modified to be “one-step flow” or “network-step flow” during the social conflicts, as 

communicators were easier to influence their peers (Bennett & Manheim, 2006). Due to the 

prevalent social media use nowadays, those who could generate social cues were likely to have 

great influences on agenda setting of news media (Xu, Sang, Blasiola & Park, 2014). The key 

opinion leaders on social media therefore have great power of influences on public debates or 

campaign initiatives (Shi & Salmon, 2018; Nisbet & Kotcher, 2009).  
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Third, from the aspect of journalism, research on social media (e.g. Twitter and 

Facebook) as news sources suggested the use of social media source on journalism increased 

(Von Nordheim, Boczek & Koppers, 2018). A study in Czech Republic suggested that the 

domestic affairs were most likely sourced in news articles (Hladík & Štětka, 2017). In Taiwan, 

the scenario on how social media contents influences news making and production was also 

under discussion (Lee, 2016; Huang, J. E., 2018).  

On top of the reason mentioned, that the dynamic information flow between social media 

and news media, the greater influences on social media influencers, and the use of social media 

contents as news sources in journalism, this research used contents on social media as the 

parameter. To measure the partisan slant of online news media, this research would make 

semantic correlation analysis on news media contents with social media contents. As 

intermedia communication flow are intertwined, contents on social media, from key opinion 

leaders, such as politics or political organizations, might also shape the news framing directly. 

 

2.5. Semantic Network Analysis in Framing and Agenda Setting 

Semantic network analysis was defined as “the use of network analytic techniques on paired 

associations based on shared meaning,” to analyze text-based individual perceptions or 

organizations (Doerfel, 1998, p. 16). The text-based analysis is to measure the relationship of 

the words, and to what extent these words connected in a co-occur pairs as they form in groups 

or clusters (Rice & Danowski, 1993). Semantic network is similar to social network analysis 

because of their common technique of network analysis (Doerfel & Barnett, 1999). Differed 

from the social network analysis investigating the individuals bonds from intertwined 
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connections (Scott, 1988), the semantic network analysis focuses on the shared meaning and 

the relationship of concept constructions (Doerfel & Barnett, 1999). That is, “concepts” were 

treated as actors (nodes) composing the network in semantic network analysis, rather than 

individuals or organizations. 

Semantic network analysis applied in agenda setting and framing could be traced back to 

2000’s. Before the prevalence of social media use, these studies were mainly based on the 

relationship of words or on traditional content analysis on texts (Doerfel, 1998). These studies 

commonly focused on identifying key issues in politics debates (Doerfel & Connaughton, 

2009), policy or expert discourse (Murphy & Maynard, 2000; Murphy, 2001; David, Atun & 

La Viña, 2012; Stewart, Gil-Egui, Tian & Pileggi, 2006), or news framing (David, Atun & La 

Viña 2010; Schultz, Kleinnijenhuis, Oegema, Utz & Atteveldt, 2012; Van Atteveldt, 

Kleinnijenhuis & Ruigrok, 2008; Jang, 2013; David, Legara, Atun & Monterola, 2014). 

Generally, semantic network analysis has two main directions: mapping the relationship 

between semantic units through defining networks, and the association of actors with concepts 

(Yang & González-Bailón, 2017). 

According to Murphy and Maynard (2000), words of policy camp spokespersons were 

analyzed to identify the discourse network and associated patterns. Besides the issue frames, 

some scholars investigated how the issues were set rhetorically and its political effects with 

ideological positions (Murphy & Maynard, 2000). Studies on news coverage mostly drew 

framing comparison on specified issue. For example, Tian and Stewart (2005) compared how 

two online news (BBC and CNN) framed the SARS crisis, in which frequency of concepts and 

cluster themes were included in semantic analysis. For those studies mapping the framing 
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issues and relationship network, a wider broad of interpretations would be explored wider 

panorama on socialcultural aspect (Stewart et al., 2006). 

Along with the emerge of Web 2.0, social media was born as the newly type of media in 

a decade. Also, it made the existence of digital-native media on the basis of mutual engagement. 

Scholars of semantic analysis started their journey on intermedia contents (e.g. social media 

vs. online news media) (Billard, 2019; Yoon & Chung, 2018; Jiang, Barnett & Taylor, 2016; 

Yoon & Chung, 2018; Neuman et al., 2014) or social media messages (Liu, Lai & Xu, 2018). 

Neuman and his colleagues (2014) explored the framing of 29 political issues between 

traditional and social media with big data, and proved the mutual relationship of the two media 

agenda setting. 

Based up these previous studies, this research would investigate salient issues of 

intermedia contents, in order to explore the framing, agenda setting in different type of media 

upon one specific issue. Further, as far as the current understanding from previous studies, little 

studies mixed framing and semantic network analysis to investigate slant on news media. To 

make this breakthrough, not only this study would utilize semantic way to sketch up the salient 

concepts through network analysis upon the designated issue, but also further explore the 

partisan slant of news media. 

 

2.6. Shenao’s Project and Politics in Environmental News Frames 

The shortage of electricity is an urgent but long existing problem in Taiwan. On 15 August, 

2017, a massive power blackout occurred, in which the five-hour long blackout affected 151 

companies and caused the loss of 2.89 million US dollars (Yu, 2017). The giant power blackout 
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marks the electricity outage and the urgent scenario in Taiwan’s energy policy, as the president, 

Tsai Ing-wen, planned to phase out nuclear power by 2025, and initiate an energy transition 

plan to build new electricity-generating plants using renewable sources (“A Massive Blackout,” 

2017). In 2018, Taiwan Power Company (Taipower) announced to expand and reopen the 

“Shenao thermal power plant”, to meet the sustainability and security of electricity supply, as 

in the transition period of energy plan for renewable sources (Ministry of Economics Affairs, 

2018).  

Shenao thermal power plant, located in New Taipei City, had operated since 1960 and 

was decommissioned in 2007, which was once the biggest power plant in South Asia (Ministry 

of Economics Affairs, 2011). The expansion project of Shenao power plant was opposed by 

environmental groups and local residents due to the concerns of air pollution and harm to 

marine lives, despite the approval of environmental impact assessment review by Government 

(Liao, 2018; Greenpeace, 2018; DeAeth, 2018). In April 2018, the KMT proposed a 

referendum petition to oppose the Shenao power plant (Central Election Commissions, 2018a; 

Lin, 2018b). The question asked people whether they agree the energy policy of stoping any 

new construction or expansion of any coal-fired power plant — including the Shenao Power 

Plant (Central Election Commissions, 2018b).  

The referendum of Shenao power plant issue is part of the multi-question referendum in 

Taiwan local election in 24 November, 2018, where voters decided their community-level 

leaders. Also, people voted for 10 referendum questions, involving issues of energy policy, 

same-sex marriage, gender equity education, name of usage in international events, etc (“The 

10 Referendum Questions”, 2018).  
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In the end of June, Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) officially announced 

that the project of Shenao power plant expansion was approved by environmental impact 

assessment review. On July 9, several environmental NGOs, (including Anti-Shenao Power 

Plant Self-Help Group, Environmental Rights Foundation, Wild Heart Taiwan, Greenpeace, 

and so on) initiated a protest nearby Executive Yuan, appealing to withdraw the Shenao power 

plant project for air equality and ecological protections (Wild Heart Taiwan, 2018; Lin, 2018a; 

Chang & Teng, 2018). Also, New Taipei City Government also filed an administrative appeal 

to oppose the Shenao power plant expansion project few days later (Huang, A., 2018).   

On October 12, a month before the referendum (November 24), Taiwan premier 

announced that the government was calling off the Shenao power plant expansion project, as 

the third liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in Taoyuan would supply the original demand 

of electricity (Teng, 2018). Four days ago, on October 8, LNG terminal in Taoyuan passed the 

environmental impact assessment, and the deputy director of the Environmental Protection 

Administration resigned then (Teng, 2018). The scrapping of Shenao power plant project was 

seen as the consideration of the votes of election in 24 November (Apple Daily, 2018). As the 

election in 2018 was considered a prelude for the presidential election in 2020, the ruling party 

DPP (pro-independence of Taiwan) was expected to face tough challenges from the opposition 

KMT (pro-reunification with China) (Aspinwall, 2018). The project was interpreted as a 

strategy between the politics game between KMT and DPP in several local news (ETtoday 

News, 2018; Hsu, 2018; Chang, 2018). News outlets of Shenao power plant showed politics 

struggle and conflict between KMT and DPP, despite being an environmental issue. The project 

was interpreted as a strategy between the politics game between KMT and DPP in several local 
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news (ETtoday News, 2018; Hsu, 2018; Chang, 2018). Table 1 showed main events of Shenao 

power plant issue. This research considered the EPA’s official announcement on June 28, 2018, 

as a crucial starting point that Shenao power plant expansion project approved by 

environmental impact assessment review. As such, June 28 would be the starting point for the 

time frame of the analysis in this study. From this time, the government officially announced 

the agreement of Shenao power plant project. Besides, the time frame of analysis was set to 

end by November 30, 2018, 6 days after the referendum occurred. 

Besides the partisan conflicts of Shenao power plant issue suggested in news outlets, 

news frame of political conflict or strategy in environmental issues was analyzed and discussed 

in past studies (Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018; Nisbet, 2010; O’Neill, Williams, Kurz, Wiersma & 

Boykoff, 2015). News frames of political conflict or strategy in environmental issues (such as 

climate change, or international environmental summits) highlighted the conflicts among elites 

or political actors, such as winners or losers in political strategies, or battles of groups as games 

behind policies (Nisbet, 2010; Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018). As for Shenao power plant issue, as 

an environmental issue, local news outlets also depicted political conflicts between political 

parties, suggesting that project was interpreted as a politics game due to the policy change and 

the criticism between KMT and DPP (ETtoday News, 2018; Hsu, 2018; Chang, 2018). As 

Bolsen and Shaprio (2018) suggested, political actors, journalists and advocacy groups would 

make their effort to generate consensus, in order to aggregate strong public support for actions 

or policies. For this concern, as shown in news outlets upon Shenao’s issue, political conflicts 

would use as the strategy for stronger public consensus to support or boycott related actions.  
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Along with the previous studies and local news outlets, Shenao power plant project, as 

an environmental issue tied with partisan leaning among news media, was designed in this 

study. Combined with the research intention of media slant, this research chose the referendum 

as a case to observe news selections and slant on the basis of an environmental issue. This 

research would not only analyze the news media contents, but also the posts from political 

actors, including the politicians or political organizations of two political parties, and 

environmental groups speaking for Shenao power plant (e.g. Environmental Rights 

Foundation, Wild Heart Taiwan, Greenpeace) on Facebook. It would not include the “Anti-

Shenao Power Plant Self-Help Group”, one of the environmental groups initiating the anti-

Shenao power plant, as the Facebook fan page was closed. In order to understand what was 

discussed in different media (social media and news media) and communication roles under 

Shenao power plant issue, the comparison and observations on frames and salient concepts 

among news media, and political actors, environmental groups on social media  becamethe first 

focus in this study. Exploring the partisan slant of news media would be the second focus in 

this research. The semantic networks made of KMT/DPP political actors’ Facebook posts 

would be utilized as the parameter to measure the partisan slant in different types of news 

media. In addition, the semantic network made of Facebook posts from environmental groups 

would be used as another parameter. Although measuring the network correlation between 

environmental groups and news media was not the main research purpose in this research, 

adding the environmental semantic network as another parameter would help to observe how 

the discourse of news media correlated to the partisan discourse.  
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Table 1 

Events of Shenao Power Plant Issue 

Date Event 

March 14, 2018 
Analysis of the environmental impact of Shenao Power Plant 

approved by Government through committee votes 

April 16, 2018 
Anti-Shenao power plant press conference held outside 

Legislative Yuan by anti-Shenao power plant local groups and 

DPP and NPP legislators 

April 24, 2018 
KMT legislators started a referendum signature to oppose the 

construction or expansion of any coal-fired power plant 

(Shenao power plant included) 

June 28, 2018  
EPA official announcement: Shenao Power Plant Expansion 

Project Approved by Environmental Impact Assessment 

Review 
July 9, 2018 

Environmental NGOs initiated a protest and appealed for 

withdrawing the Shenao power plant expansion project 

July 18, 2018 
New Taipei City Government filed an administrative appeal to 

oppose the Shenao power plant expansion project  

October 8, 2018  
The third liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in Taoyuan 

passed the environmental impact assessment 

October 12, 2018  
Taiwan premier announced to call off Shenao power plant 

expansion project 

October 24, 2018 EPA revoked the Environmental Impact Assessment Review 

November 24, 2018 2018 Taiwanese Referendum  

*Note: EPA=Environmental Protection Administration; DPP= Democracy Progress 

Party; KMT=Kuo-Ming-Tang; NPP= New Power Party 

(Ministry of Economics Affairs, 2018; Liao, 2018; DeAeth, 2018; Lin, 2018b; Central 

Election Commissions, 2018a) 
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CHAPTER III  

METHOD 

 

This research conducted content analysis with computer-assisted semantic network analysis 

(SMA). SMA is an approach to visualize text analytics, and build up relationship term networks 

for the framing analysis.  It could provide both quantitative and qualitative research sights as 

the quantitative metrics are basis of constructing text models, and would support qualitative 

analysis on salient issues in networks (Drieger, 2013). The research questions and research 

design (Figure 1) are as follows: 

 

RQ1: What are the salient concepts in semantic networks of different types of news media 

(online traditional news media, digital-native news media) and Facebook posts from KMT 

and DPP political actors, and environmental groups on the Shenao power plant issue?  

RQ2: What are the partisan leaning of (a) the two types of news media (traditional news 

media and digital-native news media) (b) each news media brand, labelled as pro-DPP or pro-

KMT news media by means of semantically correlated with Facebook posts from political 

actors with DPP or KMT party stance? 

RQ3: What are the salient concepts in semantic networks of labelled pro-DPP or pro-KMT 

news media through semantic network correlation analysis with Facebook posts? 
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Figure 1. 

Research Design 

 

 

3.1. Data Collection 

This research would conduct analysis with two datasets: uMiner’s online media news articles 

and QSearch’s Facebook posts. As for the analysis time frame, it treated the EPA’s official 

announcement as a crucial starting point, that Shenao power plant expansion project approved 

by environmental impact assessment review on June 28. From this time, the government 

officially announced the agreement of Shenao power plant project. Therefore, both datasets 

would start from July 1. The data frame was set to end by November 30, 6 days after the 

referendum from 1 July 2018 to 30 November 2018, focusing on Shenao referendum issue. All 
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the online news articles were collected from uMiner, a platform providing omni-media 

monitoring and analysis service launched by uMax Data Technology, a Hong Kong company 

focusing on data mining. The second dataset was composed of social media contents, from 

Facebook fan pages of KMT and DPP political actors and environmental groups. All the 

Facebook posts were provided by QSearch, a Taiwanese company providing Facebook focused 

data monitoring and analysis service. 

 

3.1.1. News Media Articles 

Online news media articles from uMiner platform involved two-step procedure. First, uMiner 

provided all news articles searched by Boolean logic key term compositions related to energy 

issues in Taiwan as many as possible, including nuclear energy, thermal power, solar power, 

hydropower, and so on (see appendix 1), in order to make sure collecting all energy-relevant 

articles. Second, uMiner searched online news articles by Boolean key words only related to 

“Shenao power plant”, and collected all the news article mentioning this issue (also see 

appendix 1).  

There were 7,875 articles from 94 news channels collected by uMiner. Form those news 

articles collected, the selection of news media in this study was mainly based on Reuters 

Institute Digital News Report (Reuters Institute, 2019), which marked lists of online media 

brand that were most frequently used weekly, and most trustworthy online media brands with 

higher trust scores. That is, the selected media were top frequently used or most trustworthy 

online news media.  
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From Reuter’s report (2019), this study selected six traditional online news media, 

including TVBS News online, ETTV Financial news online, Apple Daily online, Sanlih E-

Television online (SETN), United Daily News online (UDN), and Liberty Times online; three 

digital news media, including NOWNEWS, Storm Media, ETtoday, and Newtalk. This study 

excluded some news media brands listed by Reuter (2019) referring to web portal affiliated 

media (Yahoo! News), and news media with extremely small amount of articles, such as The 

Reporter (only two articles provided by uMiner). In addition, this study also took reference on 

a media list from another report, Online News Professionalism Evaluation: Preliminarily 

Rating Daily News Media Facebook Fan Pages, provided by Media Watch (2018), a Taiwanese 

nonprofit media education organization. From this report, this study added Newtalk for digital 

native news media.  

Totally 2,627 news media article were collected, from six top traditional media brands 

including 1,597 articles, and four top digital native news media brands containing 1,030 news 

articles. Table 2 shows the list of selected news media and the article counts. 

 

Table 2  

Selected Online News Media by uMiner 

News Media Code Article Counts 

Traditional Online News Media TN  

TVBS News online TVBS 185 

ETTV Financial news online (EBC Financial news) 

(東森財經新聞) 
ETTV 32 

Apple Daily online (壹蘋果日報) APPL 143 
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SETN - Sanlih E-Television online (三立新聞網) SETN 265 

UDN - United Daily News online (聯合新聞網) UDN 829 

Liberty Times online (自由時報) LIB 143 

Totals of Traditional Online News Media (n=2,627)  1,597 (61%) 

Digital Native Online News Media DN  

NOWNEWS (今日新聞) NOW 223 

Storm Media (風傳媒) STOM 233 

ETtoday (東森新聞雲) ETT 372 

Newtalk (新頭殼) NEW 202 

Totals of Digital Native Online News Media (n=2,627)  1,030 (39%) 

Totals of News Media Articles  2,627 (100%) 

 

 

3.1.2. Facebook Posts 

All the Facebook posts were provided by QSearch Trend panel. Posts that related to Shenao 

power plant issue was collected by boolean keywords “(深澳電廠 or 深奧電廠 or 深奧藍莓 

or 深澳藍莓 or 深澳燃煤 or 深奧燃煤) -seg: media” (see appendix 1) during 1 July 2018 to 

30 November 2018. The panel would help to filter all news media Facebook fan pages. Before 

data cleaning, totally 3,453 articles in 570 Facebook fan pages were collected from QSearch 

Trend panel. 

To answer RQ1, this study would code collected Facebook fan pages as KMT/DPP 

political actors, or environmental groups. As for partisan fan pages, only official KMT or DPP 

political actors’ fan pages would be selected, which refer to fan pages of politician affiliated 
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with KMT or DPP in 2018, and KMT/DPP’s political organizations. Politicians’ fan pages were 

identified as they were created and operated by the politicians or their affiliated work team 

members. KMT/DPP official pages would be identified as they affiliate with KMT/DPP’s 

official website. For example, they attached KMT/DPP official website link on pages’ “About” 

section, or the links of Facebook fan page site were listed on KMT/DPP official website. 

Unofficial fan clubs of KMT/DPP party or politicians operated by their fans were not included. 

Since DPP was the incumbent party, this study also coded the government agency pages (such 

as Ministry of Enomic Affairs, Bureau of Energy) as DPP official pages. As for environmental 

group, fan pages related to environmental concerns were coded, including energy sustainability, 

environmental pollution, environmental protection, and so on. 

Totally, 817 posts and 181 fan pages were selected for the first part of analysis (RQ1). 

Among the selections, 550 posts were from 121 coded KMT fan pages, 45 posts were from 23 

DPP fan pages, and 222 posts were from 37 environmental group pages (Table 3) (see Appendix 

2 for the list of selected fan pages). Table 4 showed the count of different sorts of political 

actors among DPP and KMT pages. 

 

Table 3 

Counts of Selected Facebook Posts and Fan Pages by QSearch 

Political Party 
Post Counts 

(%) 

Fan Page Counts 

(%) 

Democracy Progress Party (DPP) 45 (6.5%) 23 (12.7%) 

Kuo Ming Tang (KMT) 550 (67.3%) 121 (66.9%) 

Environmental Group 222 (27.2%) 37 (20.4%) 

Totals 817 (100%) 181 (100%) 
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Table 4 

Sorts of Selected Partisan Facebook Fan Pages Provided by QSearch 

Sorts of Political Actors 

Democracy Progress 

Party (DPP) 

Kuo Ming Tang 

(KMT) 

Politicians 18 83 

Political Organizations 3 38 

Government Organizations (DPP) 2 - 

Totals 23 121 

 

To answer RQ2, KMT, DPP and environmental group fan pages would be used as 

parameter, to measure the partisan slant of news media. Three semantic networks would be 

created based on posts from coded KMT, DPP and environmental group pages. As for the 

sampling, this study would keep the same article number in these three stacks of pages, to 

eliminate biases. Although it did not cause the bias on the matrix size since each matrix should 

keep the same matrix size referring same number of nodes before conducting QAP analysis, 

the sampling size of posts might cause differences on the abundance of terms among three 

communicators as the parameter. For this concern, this research would keep the same sampling 

size of each Facebook communicator. From the coding results of three stacks of pages (Table 

3), only 45 posts mentioned Shenao’s issue from DPP, which gave the sampling size in this 

analysis part. Despite the lack of posts from DPP pages, it could still generate sufficient words 

after segmentation process. Except for DPP posts, this study conducted random sampling from 

KMT and environmental group posts. The random sampling could prevent biases from the 

selection of some news event where the news outlets might frame some terms particularly. 
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After sampling procedure, as Table 5 suggested, totally there were 135 posts, where 45 

posts from DPP, KMT and environmental group pages. For analysis, the three semantic 

networks were separately created as partisan parameter, representing DPP, KMT, and one non-

partisan parameter representing environmental groups. In RQ3, it would use the same arranged 

dataset as RQ2, where 45 posts from DPP, KMT and environmental group pages would be 

used. 

 

Table 5 

Counts of Selected Facebook Posts and Fan Pages through Random Sampling for 

Measuring Partisan Slant as the Parameters 

Political Party 
Post Counts 

(%) 

Number of 

Politicians 

Number of 

Political 

Organizations 

Government 

Organizations 

(DPP) 

Democracy Progress Party 

(DPP) 
45 (33.3%) 18 3 2 

Kuo Ming Tang (KMT) 45 (33.3%) 27 18 - 

Environmental Group 45 (33.3%) - - - 

Totals 135 (100%) - - - 

 

3.2. Data Analysis 

In this small chapter, the first two sections would introduce the whole data analysis 

procedure, and unit of analysis for whole analysis process. Then, the next three sections 

would describe the details of data cleaning, semantic network and salient concept 

analysis, and semantic correlation analysis. 
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3.2.1. Data Analysis Procedure 

To analyze data, this study would use computer software to clean data and conduct SMA. 

Before data analysis, the procedure of data cleaning would define the frequency of words, co-

occurrence of concepts.  

Next, in the first analysis procedure (RQ1), it would create semantic networks and conduct 

salient issue analysis between two types of news media (traditional/digital native), and 

KMT/DPP social media contents. Meanwhile, these semantic networks were prepared to 

measure news media’s political stance and the degree of partisan slant of news media. 

The second part of analysis (RQ2) would compare the partisan slant of two types of 

online news media. The semantic network correlation analysis (Quadratic Assignment 

Procedure, QAP) (Krackhardt, 1988) would define the partisan leaning on online news media. 

It would measure the correlation between news media and social media contents. The semantic 

networks of social media contents from pro-KMT and pro-DPP posts would be created as two 

parameters.  

In first part of second research question (RQ2a), it would measure the partisan slant of 

the two types of news media. For example, if either type of news media (traditional/digital 

native) got higher correlation score compared to KMT social media semantic network, it would 

be marked as pro-KMT type of news media. 

In the second part (RQ2b), it would identify each partisan slant of all the news media 

whether belonging to traditional or digital native news media. The value of network correlation 

with either pro-KMT or pro-DPP social media content network would suggest each media 

political stance marked as pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media. For example, if the news media 
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get higher correlation score compared to either KMT social media semantic network, they 

would be marked as pro-KMT news media, whether they were traditional or digital news media.  

The third part of the research (RQ3) would investigate salient issues and framing upon 

selected news media labelled partisan leaning. The news media classified with their partisan 

leaning in RQ2 would be categorized as pro-KMT news media and pro-DPP news media for 

this part of analysis. Similar to the first research process (RQ1), semantic network analysis 

would be used to identify the salient issues of news media. 

 

3.2.2. Unit of Analysis 

The basic unit of analysis in the study would be news articles and Facebook posts. The articles 

and posts would develop into several semantic networks in the analysis. All of the semantic 

networks were composed of terms (referred to as node) and the frequency of term co-

occurrence (referred to as edge). 

In the first stage of the study (RQ1), it would build up two semantic networks for two 

types of news media (traditional/digital native), and three networks from 

KMT/DPP/environmental group social media contents. There were five semantic networks 

totally in this stage, Meanwhile, these semantic networks were prepared to measure news 

media’s political stance and the degree of partisan slant of news media.  

Second, in RQ2a, the three semantic networks from DPP political actors, two types of 

news media (traditional/digital native) were built in RQ1. It would build up two new networks 

from KMT actors and environmental groups fromanother sampling dataset as mentioned in 

data collection part, in order to eliminate the unequal frequency bias while conducting QAP 
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analysis. In doing so, the DPP, KMT and Environmental Group network would be used as the 

parameter to measure news media’s partisan slant.  

In RQ2b, it would create six semantic networks from each online traditional news media 

brand, and four from each digital-native news media brand. Totally, there would be twelve 

semantic networks of news media in RQ2b for analysis, including ten news media networks, 

and three parameter networks from social media contents. The networks of social media 

contents (DPP/KMT/environment group) would be the same ones in RQ2a. After that, all ten 

news media brands would be marked on their partisan leaning, and be separated in two groups 

(pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media). Since only the news media with significant correlation 

results would be marked on their partisan leaning, it remains unknown before analysis about 

how many news media would be counted in either pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media group.  

In the third part (RQ3), it would create two semantic networks from pro-KMT and pro-

DPP news media. Totally, these two semantic networks would be used for analysis in RQ3. 

 

3.2.3. Data cleaning before analysis: Frequency of term and co-word matrix 

The frequency of word occurrence was proceeded by R Studio, which was an open-source R 

programming language software for data analysis providing several analytical packages 

(Levshina, 2015). The R programming language was commonly used in text mining and 

linguistics analytics (Kwartler, 2017; Gries, 2009; Levshina, 2015).  

First, the research would adopt JiebaR package to eliminate the stop words conduct 

segmentation from news coverage and posts from influencers on Facebook. Jieba was an open 

source tool for text segmentation supporting Chinese language in both R and Python language 
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(Lee, Z. & Lee, C., 2019). Several studies examining framing analysis on Chinese news 

coverage adopted Jieba to proceed the data cleaning procedure (Hsieh & Yang, 2018; Huang, 

Tsao & Liu, 2017). The package was available to add new words and stop words by importing 

custom term dictionary (Hsieh & Yang, 2018). Figure 2 depicted the segmentation of JiebaR. 

Another system “CKIP” was noted for traditional Chinese text segmentation, provided by 

Chinese Knowledge and Information Processing Lab (CKIP Lab) in Taiwan Academia Sinica 

(Sproat & Emerson, 2003). Since current version of CKIP only released application 

programming interface for Python language, this research still considered JiebaR package to 

process the segmentation for the analysis. 

 

Figure 2 

Word Segmentation Processed by JiebaR 
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Next, the co-word matrix was created and arranged by on R studio through Quanteda 

package, which was used for quantitative analysis of textual data, providing corpus 

management, creating tokens, forming document-feature co-occurrence matrices, and so on 

(Benoit et al., 2019). The co-word matrix was made up of an “n x n” table which indicates how 

many times two concepts co-occur, in order to describe the interrelationship between concepts 

in network (Guo, 2012). Any two concepts co-occurred in one article would be calculated as 

“1”, regardless of how many times does a concept occurred in one article. The co-occurred 

matrix would be marked in “2”, as two concepts co-occur in two articles. 

In the co-occurrence matrix, concepts would be considered as “node”, the co-occurrence 

would be “edge”, and the times of co-occurrence would be “width” of the “edge”.   Figure 3 

depicted the co-word matrix processed by R studio. This study chose top-100 words with 

greatest document frequency as nodes of each semantic network in each communicator, 

including KMT actors, DPP actors, environmental group actors and each news media brand. 

To answer RQ1, it would create five matrices from each communicator in RQ1, including three 

from Facebook (KMT actors, DPP actors, environmental groups), and two from news media 

(traditional news media and digital native news media). In RQ2, ten matrices from all news 

media brands would be created, while the matrix of DPP actors would be the same as in RQ1, 

and two new matrices of KMT actors and environmental groups would be created. Twelve 

matrices would be created in RQ2. As for RQ3, two matrices from pro-DPP and pro-KMT news 

media would be built up. These matrices were used to prepare for the network semantic analysis 

in UCINET 6 (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002) software. 
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Figure 3 

Co-word Matrix Processed by R Studio 

 

3.2.4. Semantic Network and Salient Concept Analysis  

After co-occurrence matrixes were created, the dataset would be imported to UCINET 6. 

UCINET 6 was a computer software for network analysis on network statistics calculating, 

hypothesis testing, and visualization (Borgatti, Everett & Freeman, 1992; Borgatti, 2002). The 

semantic networks would be composed of the “node” of salient concepts, and “edge” of the co-

occurred times. Semantic networks could provide analyses of word networks, where the “nodes” 

in network refer to words or terms, and “edges” depicts relationship and the extent of relation 

between words (Doerfel, 1998). 

To answer RQ1, it would create two semantic networks of two types of online news 

media (traditional/digital native), and two networks for KMT/DPP/environmental group social 

media contents. Regarding the metrics, the centralities would be calculated in each semantic 
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network, from which would define the key concepts of Shenao power plant issue. This study 

would adopt eigenvector centrality (Bonacich, 1972) as the centrality metrics. It was defined 

with adjacency matrix, suggesting a node’s influence in the whole network (Borgatti, 2005). 

Jiang et al. (2016) used eigenvector centrality to compare the central concepts between 

Associated Press and Xinhua News Agency in the event of Arab Spring protect. This study 

would apply Gephi to visualize the semantic network, which was an open source and free 

software for network analysis, with fine functions of visualization (Bastian, Heymann & 

Jacomy, 2009; Chen. P., Cheng & Chen. K., 2016). The visualization of node size would be 

weighed based on document frequency of the top-100 words in each network. This research 

utilized the Force Atlas and Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm (Cherven, 2013; Bastian et al., 

2009), two of the graphing methods set in Gephi to visualize semantic networks. Both were 

force-directed graphing methods, using the nodes’ similarities (attraction) and differences 

(repulsition) referring how nodes reject each other or attract each other, to relatively positioning 

nodes for layouts (Cherven, 2013). Compared to Force Atlas method, Fruchterman-Reingold 

would spread the nodes out from one another in layouts; as Cherven (2013) suggested, these 

algorithms made the same story (same dataset) to be told in a visually distinct wayby 

researchers. 

In this part of analysis, it would analyze the salient issues and the relationship between 

the center concept between two types of news media, and KMT/DPP/environmental group 

social media contents. As mentioned above, these four semantic networks would be used to 

measure the partisanship slant of online news media in the next part of analysis. 
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3.2.5. Correlation of Network Analysis 

In order to answer RQ2, the correlation among semantic networks, QAP (Quadratic 

Assignment Procedure) correlation analysis was adopted. The QAP correlation test was 

available in UCINET 6 software (Borgatti et al., 1992, 2002). QAP analysis could examine 

whether two networks were strongly connected, by computing the Pearson’s correlation of two 

networks and recompute the matrices with equal size of nodes (Jiang et al., 2016; Guo, 2015). 

It was adopted to compare the topic-based agenda issues (Vargo, Guo, McCombs & Shaw, 

2014; Guo & Vargo, 2015; Jiang et al., 2016; Guo, 2012), or word-based semantic networks 

(Jiang et al., 2016).  

To keep all the matrices with equal size of nodes, this study extracted top 100 terms 

ranked by document frequency (see appendix 3). Each semantic network of media brand was 

made up of 100 terms as nodes. From the QAP analysis, the study could define correlation on 

each salient concept public discourse on social media and the news agenda on each unit.  

In RQ2, it would conduct the QAP correlation test on each news media toward social 

network contents with partisanship. Through RQ2, this study would explore not only the 

partisan slant of different types of news media (traditional/digital-native), but also explore 

partisan slant of each news media brand. 

In first part of second research question (RQ2a), it would measure the partisan slant of 

the two types of news media. In RQ2a, two semantic networks representing online traditional 

and digital-native media would be analyzed, and two semantic networks of KMT/DPP social 

media contents created in RQ1 would be used as the parameter of partisan slant. It would 

conduct QAP analysis on both online traditional and digital-native semantic networks with the 
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two KMT and DPP semantic metrics. The partisan slant would be judged by the value of QAP 

correlation. For example, if either type of news media (traditional/digital native) get higher 

correlation score compared to KMT social media semantic network, this type of would be 

marked as pro-KMT type news media. Every QAP correlation value should be significant 

results with acceptable p-value (less than 0.05). 

In the second part (RQ2b), it would identify each partisan slant of all the news media 

whether belonging to traditional or digital native news media. It would create six semantic 

networks from each online traditional news media brand, and five from each digital-native 

news media brand. Totally, there would be eleven semantic networks of news media in RQ2b. 

As for social media contents, the three semantic networks of KMT/DPP partisan parameter and 

Environmental Group parameter were the same ones from RQ2b. It would conduct QAP 

analysis on eleven semantic networks representing eleven news media brands, with the two 

KMT and DPP semantic metrics. The value of network correlation with either pro-KMT or 

pro-DPP social media content network would suggest each media political stance marked as 

pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media. For example, if the news media get higher correlation score 

compared to either KMT social media semantic network, they would be marked as pro-KMT 

news media, whether they were online traditional or digital news media.  

Same as RQ2a, every QAP correlation value in RQ2b should be significant results with 

acceptable p-value (less than 0.05). Therefore, it remains unknown before analysis about how 

many news media would be counted in either pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media group. After 

that, all news media brands with significant results would be marked on their partisan leaning, 
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and be separated in two groups (pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media), which were for the analysis 

in RQ3. 

The third part (RQ3) of analysis was similar to RQ1. After the creation of two semantic 

networks from pro-KMT and pro-DPP news media, it would define the key concepts of Shenao 

power plant issue based on the marked political stance as pro-KMT or pro-DPP news media 

after processing the analysis in RQ2. The analysis process would follow the steps in RQ1. It 

would analyze and compare the different salient issues between pro-KMT and pro-DPP news 

media. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

 

In the result chapter, it would first delineate the trends of Facebook posts from DPP, KMT, and 

environmental group fan pages and news articles from different types of media. This 

descriptive data would provide the preliminary insights and sketch up the framework of 

analysis results in this research. Next, it would provide the results of semantic network analysis 

among fan pages with three attributions, partisan slant analysis among different types of news 

media, and the semantic network analysis results upon partisan labelled news media. 

 

4.1. Descriptive Results: Trends of Shenao’s Issue 

To illustrate the overall distributions of Facebook trend and news media outlets on Shenao 

power plant issue, the results in this section depicted the time series of content frequency Figure 

4 revealed the overview time series of Facebook contents from DPP/KMT political actors and 

environmental groups, which depicted daily trend of Facebook post from these three types of 

communicators from July 1 to November 30. The dataset was provided by QSearch. From 

overall trends of Facebook posts, posts that mentioned Shenao power plant issue from KMT 

actors outnumbered posts from DPP actors and environmental group. After Shenao project's 

official environmental impact assessment review announced by EPA, several environmental 

groups launched their posts and statements just after few days. The frequency trend matched 

with the event in the beginning of July that environmental NGOs initiated a protest and 
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appealed for withdrawing the Shenao power plant expansion project.  Besides, amount of posts 

from KMT political actors launched their statements afterwards in July.  

 

Figure 4 

Time Series of Facebook Posts about DPP, KMT and Environmental Group  

 

 

In the middle of July, New Taipei City Government filed a petition for withdrawing the 

Shenao power plant expansion project. At this time, the mayor of New Taipei City, who was 

affiliated with KMT party, and several KMT political actors posted their statements and 

discussed Shenao issue on Facebook. In October, as the premier announced to scrap the Shenao 

power plant expansion project, it generated a large volume of posts from both DPP and KMT 

political actors, and environmental groups. As the EPA revoked the environmental impact 

assessment review, announced the cancellation of the Shenao project officially on October 24, 

it also generated discussions from KMT political actors about the policy change. 
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Figure 5 illustrated the overview time series of posts from news media. The trend was 

arranged by the dataset provided by uMiner. This figure depicts daily post trend of traditional 

news media including six news media brands, and digita native news meda including four news 

media brands, from July 1 to November 30, 2018. Regarding the two types of media outlets, 

both traditional media and digital native media suggested higher volume news outlets in 

October, which was the time that the premier’s announcement to call off the Shenao power 

plant project. On October 12, traditional media and digital media launched the most news 

articles, reporting about the policy change made by the government. The policy change 

occurred in the mid October, as news media launched several articles about the passing of 

environmental impact assessment on the third liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in Taoyuan 

in early October.   

 

Figure 5 

Time Series of News Media Posts on Traditional and Digital Native News Media 
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Comparing communicators from different media platform together, the frequency of 

Facebook contents revealed the similar distribution to traditional media and digital native 

media. All of them suggested higher volume news outlets in October, in which Government 

announced to call off the Shenao power plant.  

Figure 6 revealed the overview time series of intermedia posts, which combined the 

descriptive data of Facebook posts (as illustrated in Figure 4) and news media contents (Figure 

5), from July 1 to November 30, 2018. This intermedia observation showed the similar trends 

between news media contents and social media contents.  

 

Figure 6 

Time Series of Intermedia Posts on Facebook and News Media 

 
 

This result gave the support on this research design that using social media contents as 

the parameter to measure partisan slant of news media. As the literature review suggested, 

scholars found the reciprocal information flow between social media and news media, as ideas 

and agendas might transmit in a mutual way or a dynamic pattern (Wang & Guo, 2018; Neuman 
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et al, 2014), representing the overlapping intermedia agenda setting. Through the observations 

in Figure 6, the similar frequency trends between two media platforms also revealed 

overlapping intermedia agenda setting, and did not reveal the salient divergence and 

comparable issue cycles in cross-media contents.  

 

4.2. Semantic Networks Analysis: Facebook Actors and News Media 

To answer RQ1, this research applied semantic analysis to analyze the salient concepts of 

Shenao power plant issue. It would compare the salient issues from communicators on 

Facebook, traditional media and digital native media. The UCINET 6 calculated the 

eigenvector centrality as the metric to measure the influence of terms in the semantic network. 

Table 6 showed the top-ten words ranked by eigenvector centrality values.  

 

Table 6 

Top-Ten Salient Concepts with Greatest Eigenvector Centralities: Facebook Actors and News 

Media 

Rank DPP KMT Environ TNALL DNALL 

1 深澳電廠 深澳電廠 深澳電廠 深澳 深澳 

 245.21 2042.07 1612.66 14705.52 11383.34 

2 國民黨 國民黨 深澳 深澳電廠 國民黨 

 75.68 796.63 295.50 2916.73 1804.83 

3 深澳 深澳 燃煤電廠 國民黨 市長 

 57.96 376.33 240.86 1220.10 993.15 

4 停建 民進黨 台灣 燃煤電廠 燃煤電廠 

 34.27 358.78 165.38 932.21 638.20 
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5 侯友宜 燃煤電廠 政府 市長 民進黨 

 32.80 278.07 129.49 798.96 547.06 

6 市長 台灣 能源 民進黨 深澳電廠 

 30.72 226.70 120.85 698.43 473.99 

7 民進黨 公投 健康 新北 新北 

 29.97 213.01 102.05 602.16 433.44 

8 台灣 新北 環境 政府 強調 

 27.43 178.14 94.85 535.74 408.08 

9 燃煤電廠 健康 環評 政策 政策 

 23.21 158.55 91.40 503.22 353.07 

10 政策 政府 藻礁 台灣 政府 

 22.47 147.21 79.72 484.53 348.88 

 

 

Generally, all the communicators focused on Shenao power plant issue, partisan, politics, 

and environmental concerns. All communicators in RQ1 suggested the “深澳電廠 (Shenao 

power plant)” or “深澳 (Shenao)” as the most crucial concept, since this was the core word of 

the whole issue.  The “燃煤電廠 (coal-fired power plant)” ranked in the former places as the 

Shenao power plant was a coal-fired power plant. Besides, except for the environmental 

groups, the word “國民黨 (Kuo Ming Tang-KMT)” was the secondary concept of all the 

communicators. Overall, the two political parties referring to “國民黨 (KMT)” and “民進黨 

(DPP)” dominated all the communicators except for the environmental groups. In addition, the 

words “政策 (policy)”, “政府 (Government), or “公投 (referendum)” were ranked in the top-

ten words among all communicators, which revealed the communicators’ focus on the 

development of the policy, how the government made the decisions and the discussion of this 

issue as a referendum. From the environmental groups, the words related to partisanship was 
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not mentioned on the top-ten salient concepts. Comparing to other communicators, the 

environmental groups focused more on the environmental concerns, such as “環 境 

(environment)”, “能源 (energy source)”, “環評 (environmental impact assessment)”, or “藻礁 

(alga reef)”.  

Both DPP and KMT actors included the two parties “國民黨 (Kuo Ming Tang)” and “民

進黨 (Democracy Democratic Party)” as crucial mentions. Compared with DPP, KMT  focused 

more on the partisan issue, as the term “民進黨” ranked in the former place, although both 

political party mentioned “國民黨” in the second place. On the other hand, “停建 (cessation 

of the construction)” was ranked in the forth place in DPP actors, which depicted the discussion 

of policy change to call off the Shenao power plant project. Several DPP politicians discussed 

the “cessation of the construction” of Shenao power plant. Some  mentioned the LNG terminal 

in Taoyuan, which was planned to replace the energy supply after terminating the Shenao power 

plant; others declared the statements or interests on the Shenao power project due to the 

cessation. A DPP legislator, Jian-Peng Kao agreed the proposal to cease Shenao power plant as 

a resut of possible environmental risks. Although the incumbement party agreed with Shenao 

power plant, some DPP political actors expressed different ideas. 

As for the traditional news media and digital native news media, the word “市長 

(mayor)” and  “新北 (New Taipei city)” were salient concepts marked in top-ten words. For 

one thing, as the Shenao power plant was located in New Taipei City, the the statement from 

local resident, or the discussion of the ecosystem where the Shenao power plant located. For 

another, how the New Taipei City mayor treated this issue would be another focus. It could be 

relevant to the news event occurred in the middle of July that the New Taipei City government 
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officially filed an administrative appeal to oppose the Shenao power plant expansion project 

(Huang. A., 2018), few days after several environmental groups made an protest in front of the 

Executive cabinet. The incumbent New Taipei City mayor, “朱立倫 Chu, Li-Lun” announced 

on his Facebook post that “The New Taipei City government filed an administrative appeal 

today, claiming for withdrawing the Shenao power plant environmental impact assessment”.  

The term of “市長 (mayor)” was not only ranked in the news media outlets, but also in 

the DPP actors. In addition, the term “侯友宜 (Hou You-Ih)” ranked before the “市長 (mayor), 

which was another salient concept revealed in DPP actors’ posts. It might be the reason that 

“侯友宜 (Hou You-Ih)” was the candidate of the next New Taipei City mayor in 2018. Also, 

he launched 20 posts mentioning Shenao power plant issue during this time who was the top-

sixth political actor that generated the most posts related to Shenao issue.  

This research utilized Gephi to illustrate the semantic networks, through the Force Atlas 

and Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm (Cherven, 2013; Bastian et al., 2009), two of the graphing 

methods set in Gephi to visualize semantic networks. As aforementioned in the methodology 

section, Force Atlas and Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm (Cherven, 2013; Bastian et al., 2009) 

were force-directed graphing methods, using the nodes’ attraction and repulsition to relatively 

place nodes in graphs (Cherven, 2013). Compared to Force Atlas method, Fruchterman-

Reingold spreads the nodes out from one another, which the nodes looked more scattered in 

layouts. Cherven (2013) suggested that the algorithms told the same story based on the same 

dataset in a visually distinct way. This research tried the three different algorithms to illustrate 

networks, and selected the Force Atlas and Fruchterman-Reingold to visualize layouts: the 

former helped to place the strengthened nodes in the middle of the graph, and the latter helped 
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spread the nodes out from one another in layouts. Figure 7 suggested the semantic networks of 

posts from DPP, KMT and environmental groups actors on Facebook, illustrated by Gephi, in 

which the node size were weighed based on document frequency of the top-100 words in each 

network. 

Similar to the result analyzed by eigenvector centrality, communicators focused on 

Shenao power plant issue, partisan, politics, and environmental concerns. The semantic 

network of KMT focused more on the referendum related issues, such as “公投 (referendum)”, 

“連署 (countersign)”, “第二階段 (the second-stage)”, compared with DPP actors. Also, words 

of “反深澳電廠 (anti-Shenao power plant)”, “反核食 (anti-nuclear-polluted foods)” were 

strongly related to “公投 (referendum)” and “連署 (countersign)”. The term “第二階段 (the 

second-stage)” referred to the second-stage countersign of the anti-Shenao power plant 

referendum, which was initiated by KMT legislators. Meanwhile, the KMT politicians initiated 

the “反核食  (anti-nuclear-polluted foods)” referendum against the food imported from 

Fukushima, Japan, after its nuclear disaster, and the “反空汙 (anti-air-poluuted)” referendum, 

to decrease the power generation from thermal power plants year by year. On top of this, the 

words of “公投 (referendum)” or “連署 (countersign)” were highly discussed by KMT 

politicians. Besides, the premier “賴清德 (Lai, Ching-Te)”, who announced the calling of 

Shenao power plaint project, was also highlighted by KMT and DPP actors. Some KMT 

politicans critized the prime minister Lai Ching-Te’s cancellation of Shenao as the “U-turn” 

policy change, which was a political consideration for the 2018 local elections, to win votes 

when the Shenao’s project was opposed by many local citizens and environmental groups.  

Both the KMT and DPP focused more on the political concerns.  
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Figure 7  

Semantic Networks of DPP, KMT, and Environmental Groups Actors 
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Compared with the environmental groups, the visualization of political actors’ concerns 

did not emphasize  environmental issues such as “空氣 (air)”, “藻礁 (alga reef)”, “能源 (energy 

source)”, “生態 (ecology)”, “健康 (health)” and so on. These were keywords that most 

environmental groups highlighted in their posts. For example, they worried that the expansion 

of Shenao power plant would lead to marine pollutions by destroying nearby alga reefs (“藻礁 

(alga reef)”) or air pollutions (“空氣 (air)”) from burning coals for electricity power. 

Figure 8 illustrated the semantic networks of news articles by traditional news media and 

digital native news media. Same as Figure 7, this graph was illustrated by Gephi, using Force 

Atlas to place the strengthened nodes in the middle of the graph and Fruchterman-Reingold  to 

spread the nodes out from one another in layouts. In addition, the node size was weighed based 

on document frequency of the top-100 words in each network.   

Generally, the salient concepts of these two types of media revealed similar issue focus, 

as the eigenvector centrality result suggested. Compared to the network of traditional media, 

digital native media emphasized more on two political actors, “蘇貞昌 (Su, Tseng Chang)” and 

“侯友宜 (Hou, You Ih)”. Since they were the nominees of New Taipei City mayor in 2018 

Taiwanese local election, as  “蘇貞昌 (Su, Tseng Chang)” represented for DPP and “侯友宜 

(Hou, You Ih)” represented for KMT, they were highlighted in news media outlets, especially 

in digital native ones. The current New Taipei City mayor, 侯友宜 (Hou, You Ih), won the 

election in 2018. It also suggested that digital native news media focused more on the statement 

of local election nominees from New Taipei City, where the Shenao power plant located. On 

the other hand, tranditional media focused more on the issue based concerns, such as “環評 

(Environmental Impact Assessment)”, “觀塘 (Kwun Tong)”, and “天然氣 (natural gas)”. As 
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the salient concepts of “觀塘 (Kwun Tong)” (a dictrict in Taoyuan), and “天然氣 (natural gas)” 

referred to the issue of third liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in Taoyuan, it suggested that 

the this alternative plan replacing Shenao power plant was a focus in traditional media brands. 
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Figure 8 

Semantic Networks of Traditional News Media and Digital Native News Media 
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4.3. Partisan Slant of News Media: Network Correlation Analysis Results 

To answer RQ2, this research conducted QAP correlation analysis, applying Facebook posts 

from two political party actors, to measure the partisan slant of news media. In addition, this 

study used posts from environmental groups as the non-partisan parameter, and measure the 

correlation between news media as a reference. All the results showed significant values 

(p<.001). Table 7 depicted the analysis results. 

 

Table 7 

QAP Correlation Analysis between News Media Networks and Parameter Networks 

News Media Network 
Facebook Parameter Network Partisan Slant 

Attribution DPP KMT Environ 

TN-ALL 0.659 0.66 0.712 pro KMT 

APPL 0.632 0.642 0.685 pro KMT 

ETTV 0.405 0.420 0.438 pro KMT 

LIB 0.648 0.649 0.681 pro KMT 

SETN 0.603 0.600 0.623 pro DPP 

TVBS 0.646 0.652 0.696 pro KMT 

UDN 0.67 0.674 0.709 pro KMT 

DN-ALL 0.663 0.682 0.719 pro KMT 

ETT 0.645 0.667 0.696 pro KMT 

NEW 0.666 0.685 0.717 pro KMT 

NOW 0.658 0.673 0.708 pro KMT 

STOM 0.649 0.648 0.682 pro DPP 

Note: all of the correlation results were significant (p<0.001) 

 

Generally, the QAP correlation of each news organization indicated the higher scores 

were correlated to the environment network, compared to the scores correlated to DPP or KMT 
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actors. It suggested that the semantic networks of all the news media were relatively similar 

to the networks composed by posts from environmental group, compared to DPP and KMT 

networks. The results suggested that in this case of Shenao power plant, what highlights in 

news media reports were similar with what environmental groups discussed about, rather than 

political actors’ concerns. That is, generally news media set the agenda closer to the 

environmentally-related perspectives, instead of political disputes.  

To answer the RQ2a, this research conducted the correlation analysis and compared the 

correlation score of the two types of news media with KMT and DPP networks separately. 

The type of news media would be marked on the partisanship leaning as it got higher 

correlation scores with either KMT or DPP network.  The results indicated that traditional 

news media (TN-ALL) got higher correlation analysis score to KMT (.660) actors, rather than 

to DPP (.659) actors. Similarly, digital online news media (DN-ALL) also got higher 

correlation analysis score to KMT (.682) than to DPP (.663) actors. That is, the semantic 

network of traditional news media (TN-ALL) and digital online news media (DN-ALL) were 

more correlated to KMT’s semantic network. Generally, the semantic structure of traditional 

news media and digital native news media were more similar to KMT political actors. To 

delve into more comparison between two types of news media, the correlation score of digital 

native news media to KMT (.682) was higher than the score of traditional news media to KMT 

(.660). Also, the result score of digital native news media indicated more correlated 

relationship on DPP (.663) than the relationship of traditional news media to DPP (.659). 

These result suggested that the semantic network of digital native media was more similar to 

the partisan networks on both KMT and DPP, compared to the one of traditional news media. 
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To answer RQ2b, this research conducted the QAP analysis on each news media brand 

selected in traditional news media or digital native news media. As the result suggested, 

among six traditional news media brands, one news media brand revealed higher correlation 

score to DPP parameter network, and other five traditional news media brands got higher score 

to KMT network. It suggested that the semantic structure of most of the traditional news media 

brands were more similar to KMT actors than DPP actors in Shenao power plant issue. Only 

Sanlih E-Television online (SETN) got higher correlation score on DPP (.603) than on KMT 

(.600) network, which was the only traditional media brand marked as pro-DPP upon this 

issue. On the other hand, five other news media brands, Apple Daily online (APPL), ETTV 

Financial news online (ETTV), Liberty Times online (LIB), TVBS News online (TVBS), United 

Daily News online (UDN), of which the semantic networks were more correlated to KMT 

parameter, compared to DPP actors. These five news media brands would be marked as pro-

KMT in Shenao’s issue. 

As for the digital native news media, one news media brands revealed higher correlation 

score to DPP parameter network, and other three traditional news media brands got higher 

score to KMT network. Similar to the case of traditional news media, it indicated the more 

similar semantic structure of most of the digital news media brands to KMT actors than DPP 

actors in Shenao power plant issue. Only Storm Media (STOM) got higher correlation score 

on DPP (.649) than on KMT (.648) network, which was the only digital native media brand 

marked as pro-DPP upon this issue. On the other hand, five other news media brands, Apple 

Daily online (APPL), ETTV Financial news online (ETTV), Liberty Times online (LIB), TVBS 

News online (TVBS), United Daily News online (UDN), of which the semantic networks were 
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more correlated to KMT parameter, compared to DPP parameter. These three news media 

brands would be marked as pro-KMT in Shenao’s issue.  

Totally, two news media were marked pro-DPP, as the other eight news media were 

KMT leaning, labeled as pro-KMT. This result would bring out the classification of news 

media in RQ3, which would analyze the salient concepts of Shenao power plant issue shown 

in labelled pro-KMT and pro-DPP news media. 

As for the partisan slant, the results of RQ2a and RQ2b suggested that most news media 

were more correlated to KMT political actors. It might be due to the KMT’s political position 

as an opposition party. As the previous paragraph suggested, contents of news media were 

more relevant to what environmental groups focused, and also the issue-based concerns. On 

top of this, based on the issue-based or environmental information, the news media might 

cover more on what KMT actors focused, such as the referendum, countersign, slogans of 

“anti-Shenao power plant”, and so on, which led to similar semantic networks between news 

media and KMT actors. 

Under this condition, some news media (e.g., Liberty Times online (LIB) or Apple Daily 

online (APPL)) that were commonly considered as pro-DPP among Taiwanese readers 

surprisingly revealed their slant towards KMT. From the trend analysis of KMT and DPP in 

the previous section, the posts from KMT actors hugely outnumbered the posts from DPP 

actors. The Shenao referendum in the 2018 election was considered a prelude for the 

presidential election in 2020, the incumbent party (DPP) was facing tough challenges from 

the opposition party (KMT) (Aspinwall, 2018). Additionally, KMT politicians initiated the 

anti-Shenao power plant referendum which built the consensus from the public. Under this 
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context, KMT actors dominated the discussion of Shenao power plant issue, compared to DPP 

actors. In addition, the Storm Media (STOM), which was commonly considered as pro-KMT 

among Taiwanese readers, revealed its slant towards DPP. In fact, the result suggested smaller 

differences between the value of correlation to be pro-KMT or pro-DPP. It might be due to the 

higher rate of review articles (13.3%) that might influence the constructions of word and 

matrix, and affect result of QAP analysis. 

 

4.4. Semantic Network Analysis: Pro-DPP/KMT News Media in Shenao’s 

Issue 

To answer RQ3, this research selected the news media as pro-DPP group and pro-KMT group, 

according to the results of RQ2. The QAP correlation score in RQ2 determined the partisan 

slant and the classification of pro-DPP or pro-KMT media. Any news media brand that had 

higher correlation score to either DPP or KMT parameter would be sorted as the DPP or KMT 

leaning media. Based on the QAP results, totally 498 (19%) articles from two news media 

brands were sorted as pro-DPP set, and 2,129 (81%) articles from eight news media brands 

were sorted as pro-KMT set. Table 8 described the article counts of each news media brand. 

This research built up a pro-KMT and a pro-DPP semantic network for analysis. Similar to 

the analysis process in RQ1, the UCINET 6 conducted the analysis with eigenvector centrality 

to measure the influence of salient concepts in networks. It would compare the salient concepts 

between pro-DPP and pro-KMT news media. 
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Table 8 

List of Pro-DPP and Pro-KMT News Media 

News Media Code Article Counts 

Pro-DPP News Media   

SETN - Sanlih E-Television online (三立新聞網) SETN 265 

Storm Media (風傳媒) STOM 233 

Totals of Pro-DPP News Media (n=2,627)  498 (19%) 

Pro-KMT News Media   

TVBS News online TVBS 185 

ETTV news online (EBC news) (東森新聞) ETTV 32 

Apple Daily online (壹蘋果日報) APPL 143 

UDN - United Daily News online (聯合新聞網) UDN 829 

Liberty Times online (自由時報) LIB 143 

NOWNEWS (今日新聞) NOW 223 

ETtoday (東森新聞雲) ETT 265 

Newtalk (新頭殼) NEW 282 

Totals of Pro-KMT News Media (n=2,627)  2,129 (81%) 

Totals of News Media Articles  2,627 (100%) 

 

Table 9 revealed the top-ten words ranked by eigenvector centrality values, 

suggested the influence ranking of the concepts among the semantic network. The result 

suggested the same words but different ranking in the first six words on pro-DPP and 

pro-KMT networks. Both pro-DPP and pro-KMT emphasized the “深澳 (Shenao)”, “國
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民黨 (KMT)”, “燃煤電廠 (coaled-fired power plant)”, “民進黨 (DPP)”, “深澳電廠 

(Shenao power plant)”, “市長 (mayor)” and “新北 (New Taipei City)”. 

 

Table 9 

Top-Ten Salient Concepts with Greatest Eigenvector Centralities: Pro-KPP and Pro-

KMT News Media 

Rank Pro-DPP 
Pro-DPP 

Eigenvalue 
Pro-KMT 

Pro-KMT 

Eigenvalue 

1 深澳 5032.48 深澳 20662.27 

2 國民黨 932.25 國民黨 3914.10 

3 燃煤電廠 639.65 深澳電廠 1608.03 

4 民進黨 374.02 市長 1244.55 

5 深澳電廠 310.33 燃煤電廠 1013.70 

6 市長 262.75 民進黨 945.34 

7 新北 215.62 新北 806.37 

8 選舉 201.00 政府 702.54 

9 政策 194.98 政策 673.51 

10 賴清德 179.44 台灣 657.68 

 

 

The different salient words between the pro-DPP and pro-KMT news media suggested 

that the concepts of “選舉 (election)” and  “賴清德 (Lai, Ching-Te)”, were more salient and 

only presented in pro-DPP media, and “台灣 (Taiwan)”, which only presented in top-ten 

salient concepts in pro-KMT media. As for the salient conept of “台灣 (Taiwan)”, several pro-

KMT media outlets mentioned Taiwan citizen’s health, potential or current districts of air 
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pollution in Taiwan, or the energy supply for Taiwanese. Basically these issues tied with issue-

based or environment relevant information. It corresponded to the results of QAP analysis in 

RQ2, as most of the KMT actors dominated the discussions of Shenao power plant issue, 

compared to DPP actors, although most news media contents were issue-based which felt 

concerned more about what environmental groups discussed. News media might cover more 

about what KMT actors focused, such as the referendum, countersign like “anti-Shenao power 

plant”, and so on, which led the partisan leaning of pro-KMT. “台灣 (Taiwan)” was one of 

the salient concepts that tied with the issue-based or environment relevant contents. 

Figure 9 illustrated the semantic networks of news articles of pro-DPP and pro-KMT 

news media, labelled from the results of partisan slant analysis (RQ2), regarding Shenao issue. 

Similar to RQ1, the node size was weighed based on document frequency of the top-100 words 

in each network, by Gephi, using Force Atlas and Fruchterman-Reingold algorithms (Cherven, 

2013; Bastian et al., 2009) to sketch the layout of semantic networks. Key concepts identified 

in both the pro-DPP and pro-KMT media  were the Shenao power plant, two major political 

parties (DPP and KMT), and the words related to the government. Regarding the differences 

between pro-KMT and pro-DPP media, pro-DPP news media hightlighted more on the word 

of “台北 (Taipei)”. Since Taipei City was nearby New Taipei City, Taipei mayor Wen-Ze Ke’s 

commentary of Shenao power plant became a focus in many pro-DPP news media outlets. 

Compared to the results in RQ1, two sorts of news media focused similarly on Shenao power 

plant issue, partisan, politics, and environmental concerns. It indicated that pro-KMT and pro-

DPP media focused on the similar issue, which means there was no salient difference among 

news media brands despite possessing either partisan leaning. 
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Figure 9 

Semantic Networks of Pro-DPP and Pro-KMT News Media (Labelled from Partisan 

Slant Analysis-RQ2) in Shenao Issue 

 

  

Pro-DPP News Media 

Pro-KMT News Media 
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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

This chapter delineates conclusions, discussions, contributions, limitations and future studies 

in this research.  

 

5.1. Conclusions 

This research reviewed the past studies regarding theories or concepts of media slant, partisan 

slant, framing and semantic network analysis. It explored the application of semantic network 

analysis, and used social media contents to measure the partisan slant of news media through 

semantic network correlation analysis (QAP analysis). In the first section of the research, this 

research conducted the semantic network analysis on Facebook communicators and two types 

of news media (traditional and digital native media), depicting the salient concepts of Shenao 

power plant issue. Through eigenvector centrality, this research measured and ranked the 

salient words and concepts influencing the networks.  

In general, all the communicators (i.e., DPP/KMT political actors and environmental 

groups on Facebook, traditional news media and digital native news media) focused on three 

dimensions: Shenao power plant, politics and Government, and environmental concerns. The 

“深澳電廠 (Shenao power plant)” or “深澳 (Shenao)”,  “燃煤電廠 (coal-fired power plant)” 

were ranked as one of the top salient words of the whole issue. Regarding the politics, the 

keywords of two political parties (i.e., “國民黨 (Kuo Ming Tang-KMT)” and “民進黨 

(DPP)”) dominated the semantic networks of KMT actors, DPP actors, and news media 
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(traditional or digitally native media), except for the environmental groups’. The words “政

策 (policy),” “政府 (Government) and “公投 (referendum)” were ranked in the top-ten words 

among all communicators. Comparatively, the environmental groups’ Shenao-related 

Facebook fanpages focused more on the environmental concerns. Compared with traditional 

news media, digital native media emphasized more on two political actors, who were the 

mayor candidates in 2018 election, representing for DPP and KMT respectively. As Shenao 

plant was located in New Taipei City, the two candidates’ standpoints of these issues were 

critical. The results suggested that digital native news media focused more on the information 

related to New Taipei City, such as the mayor candidate’s statement on Shenao power plant. 

Regarding correlation analysis, all the results showed significant values. Both traditional 

media and digital native media were more correlated to the environment network, rather than 

the scores correlated to DPP or KMT actors, suggesting that the semantic networks of all the 

news media were more similar to the  environmental groups’ Facebook network. As for the 

partisan slant, both traditional news media and digital native media got higher correlation 

analysis score to KMT actors, rather than to DPP actors, indicating that semantic network of 

both types of news media were more correlated to KMT’s semantic network. As for the 

partisan slant of each news media brand, one digital native media and one traditional news 

media revealed more correlated to DPP actors. Other news media brands, including five 

traditional new media brands and three digital native news media brands were more correlated 

to KMT actors. Totally, two news media were marked pro-DPP, as the other eight news media 

were KMT leaning, labeled as pro-KMT. 
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The reason that most news media were more correlated to KMT political actors might 

be explained from two concerns: the KMT actors’ domination on the discussions of Shenao 

power plant, and the media coverage. As for the former concern, based on the trend analysis 

of KMT and DPP in previous section, the posts from KMT actors hugely outnumbered the 

posts from DPP actors. Since the Shenao referendum was included in the 2018 election, it was 

considered a prelude for the presidential election in 2020, and the ruling party (DPP) would 

be facing challenges from the opposition party (KMT) (Aspinwall, 2018). Besides, as KMT 

politicians initiated the anti-Shenao power plant referendum, they would make their effort to 

build consensus from the public. Under this context, it was possible that KMT actors 

dominated the discussion of Shenao power plant issue compared to DPP actors. Based on the 

issue-based or environmental information, the news media might cover more on what KMT 

actors focused, which led similar semantic network between news media and KMT actors. 

The first concern leads to the second concern of the journalism and media coverage. 

Although the results suggested that the semantic networks of all the news media were more 

similar to the networks from the environmental groups on Facebook, KMT network still more 

dominated than the DPP semantic network. Therefore, based on the issue-based or 

environmental information, the news media might cover more on what KMT actors focused, 

which led similar semantic network between news media and KMT actors. 

In the third research section, as the correlation analysis brought out the classification of 

news media for the third research section, it analyzed the salient concepts of labelled pro-

KMT/pro-DPP news media in Shenao power plant issue. The result suggested the same words 

but different ranking of six words on pro-DPP and pro-KMT networks. Both pro-DPP and 
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pro-KMT emphasized the “深澳 (Shenao)”, “國民黨 (KMT)”, “燃煤電廠 (coaled-fired 

power plant)”, “民進黨 (DPP)”, “深澳電廠 (Shenao power plant)”, “市長 (mayor)” and “新

北 (New Taipei City)”. The pro-DPP and pro-KMT media both considered the Shenao power 

plant, two major political parties (DPP and KMT), and the semantic network correlated to the 

government as crucial concepts. As for the difference between pro-KMT and pro-DPP media, 

pro-DPP new media mentioned more frequently about  the word of “台北 (Taipei)”. Generally, 

two sorts of news media focused on Shenao power plant issue, partisan, politics, and 

environmental concerns, which were similar to RQ1, suggesting that pro-KMT and pro-DPP 

media focused on the similar issue, and there was no salient difference among news media 

brands despite possessing either partisan leaning. 

 

5.2. Discussions 

This research probed into Shenao power plant issue, which analyzed the salient concepts 

through semantic analysis, and utilized semantic correlation analysis (QAP analysis) to explore 

the partisan slant of news media.  

 

5.2.1. The Descriptive Results and the Intermedia Contents 

The descriptive results showed that Facebook trends of communicators and trends of 

news media outlets were in line with the main offline events related to Shenao power plant. 

After the EPA officially announced the environmental impact assent review approval on 

Shenao power plant project, several environmental groups generated some statements against 

the government’s decision. After that, October was the month with highest volume of 
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discussions and outlets from all communicators, either on Facebook or news media. Amount 

of contents generated in October were relevant to the cancellation of Shenao power project. 

This descriptive result sketched the time frame and the structure for the analysis, which was 

the overall depiction of this research. 

Although the cancellation of Shenao’s project attracted communicators’ attention the 

most, almost all communicators (except for the environmental groups), still emphasized more 

on the political parties, rather than the halting of the construction, or the concerns on the policy. 

The word “國民黨 (KMT)” was influential in the Shenao-related contents as it ranked in the 

second place based on eigenvector centrality in the semantic networks of DPP/KMT actors, 

traditional news media and digital news media. 

From the comparison between KMT and DPP, the data collection and the trends analysis 

revealed that the posts from KMT actors hugely outnumbered the posts from DPP actors. As 

suggested in the previous section, the Shenao referendum involved the consideration of the 

next presidential election, and therefore the DPP was facing challenges and conflicts with the 

opposition party (KMT) (Aspinwall, 2018). Any controversial policy action or change made 

by ruling party was heavily discussed and supervised by the opposition party or the journalism. 

The exceeding number of posts from KMT revealed the position of KMT as the opposition and 

the challenger towards DPP.  

The overview time series of intermedia posts suggested the same distribution of 

Facebook and news media. This research used the social media contents as the parameter of 

news media, due to the three reason mentioned in the literature review: the dynamic 

information flow between social media and news media, the greater influences on social media 
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influencers, and the increasing use of social media contents as news sources in journalism. As 

the result suggested, the similar distribution of Facebook and news media supported the first 

reason, the dynamic cross-media information flow, as scholars found the reciprocal information 

flow between social media and news media (Wang & Guo, 2018; Neuman et al, 2014), which 

went beyond the traditional ways framing and agenda setting (Wirth et al., 2010), combining 

the concept of “frame” and “agenda setting” as the term “frame setting” to define the newly 

intermedia agendas relationship between news media and social media (Wang & Guo, 2018).  

However, the similar distruibution also suggested that the frequency volume focused on 

some specific events, which might reveal the similar salient issues between social media 

contents and news media outlets. As the results of semantic network analysis answering RQ1, 

the DPP, KMT political actors and news media suggested the similar top-ten salient concepts. 

The similar frequency trend indicating the similar focused events or issues on time series might 

be one of the reason leading the similar top-ten salient concepts between social media actors 

and news media in RQ1. 

 

5.2.2. The QAP Correlation and Partisan Slant Analysis 

As for the partisan slant analysis in this research, this study firstly used social media as 

the parameter, using the semantic network correlation analysis (Quadratic Assignment 

Procedure, QAP) to identify the partisan leaning of online news media. Through conducting 

the correlation analysis, it could measure the partisan slant through the scores of QAP results 

correlated to the parameters. This research design could be discussed in two dimensions: the 

intermedia contents as the parameter, and the applications of QAP analysis to measure partisan 
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slant. For the first dimension, this research utilized the intermedia contents as the parameter. 

Past studies (e.g., Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010) used Republican or Democrat congress 

documents and proposed an index of media to measure political news media’s partisan slant. 

This research also decided to apply different media contents (political actor’s Facebook posts) 

as the parameters to measure news media’s partisan slant. Plus, this research added a non-

partisan parameter by fan pages of environmental groups.  

Secondly, this research used the QAP correlation score to define the news media’s 

partisan slant as pro-DPP or pro-KMT. QAP analysis (Krackhardt, 1988) could examine 

whether two networks were strongly connected, by computing the Pearson’s correlation of two 

networks and recomputeing the matrices with equal size of nodes (Jiang et al., 2016; Guo, 

2015). QAP was a sort of regression analysis to define the correlation between network 

relationships (Krackhardt, 1988). It was adopted by scholars to compare the agenda issue 

networks (Vargo, Guo, McCombs & Shaw, 2014; Guo & Vargo, 2015; Guo, 2012) to analyze 

networks which were made up by “themes” as nodes, or compare two semantic networks which 

were made up by “words” as nodes (Jiang et al., 2016).  

As mentioned aboved, during the analysis process of QAP analysis, this study should 

keep the same size of networks to conduct semantic network analysis. The past studies using 

the angenda issue networks could keep the same size of all the comparing matrices, since they 

considered a fixed number of nodes in every matrix, which using “themes” as nodes after 

content coding analysis (Guo & Vargo, 2015; Vargo, Guo, McCombs & Shaw, 2014; Guo, 

2012). These semantic networks made up of “themes” as nodes were called “the network 

agenda setting (NAS) model” (Guo & Vargo, 2015; Vargo, Guo, McCombs & Shaw, 2014; 
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Guo, 2012). For example, Guo and Vargo (2015) compared associative issues of two United 

States presidential election nominees (Obama and Romney) through QAP analysis and found 

that the networks were consisted of 16 issues as nodes such as “economy,” “education,” 

“welfare,” and so forth. Different from creating NAS models, this research took reference on 

Jiang and her colleages’ research (2016), in which networks were made up by “word” as nodes. 

This research processed the data cleaning through word segmentation and eliminating the 

stopwords (such as function words). Therefore, the nodes of matrices and networks were 

composed by words or terms. As the study processed the word segmentation, every document 

(post or article) pocessessed unequal number of words. Also, this research should select a 

number of words in every network unit to keep same node number in each network. This 

research selected top 100 words with highest document frequency as nodes to construct each 

network. Through conducting QAP analysis, the results could reveal the correlation between 

networks. However, it was difficult in delving into the analysis based on comparing networks 

as they were made up of words. Several reasons are as follows. 

First, it was not an easy way to observe the relationship between 100 words. Second, they 

were highly co-occurred in documents. Third, it would limit the lexicon or word base 

representing either political party of speech or positions, from two aspects. For one thing, 

selecting a small number of words as the node size, leading the higher possibility of insufficient 

to represent the speech of either political party. For another, there is a limit to judge the position 

or the standpoint of statements on the issue based only on words and the words’ relationship 

made up of co-occurrence frequency. Besides, in order to highlight the salient concepts of the 

issue representing any related topic, this research eliminated the stopwords, and the words that 
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might influence the position of the issue (e.g. disagree, approve, oppose). That is, it was not 

that easy to delve into the position of the issue. Plus, as the partisan slant analysis was based 

on semantic correlation analysis, in which the networks were also based on word co-occurrence 

frequency, it is also a limit to obtain deeper investigation of the partisan leaning analysis 

through media contents. 

Forth, in order to create the semantic networks, this research conducted word 

segmentation, and used the words or terms as the nodes to build up networks. It was the process 

to decontextualize the story of news articles or Facebook posts. Therefore, it was not an easy 

way to read the thread of the story, or the position of the issue based on segmented words and 

their co-occurrence relationship in networks. The limited unstanding of the contents might 

cause the misinterpretation of the story or be restricted to analyze the position of the statements, 

when this research would like to recontextualize and contruct the story on the basis of the 

semantic network. 

As for using the NAS model, which might be made of several themes as nodes, it would 

be easier to compare the relationship of nodes and issues between networks. Take the Guo and 

Vargo’s (2015) research for example again. They compared associative issues of two United 

States presidential election nominees (Obama and Romney) not only through QAP analysis 

with correlation scores, but also through the relationship of the nodes referring 16 issues, 

including “economy,” “education,” “welfare,” and so forth, between the Obama network and 

Romney network. As this study using QAP analysis to measure the partisan slant of news 

media, the correlation score still indicated the results of the partisan leaning of each news media 

brand or news media type. However, based on the limitations mentioned in the previous 
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paragraphs, that comparing networks made up by words was difficult in delving into the 

analysis, for the observation of relationship between 100 words, the high co-occurrence in 

documents, and the limitation of the lexicon or word base, the future study was suggested to 

include thematic analysis, to delve into relationship observations in QAP correlation analysis. 

Regarding the aspect of analysis process, this research expected the difficulty in getting 

non-significant semantic network correlation (QAP) scores in the second section of analysis 

(RQ2) that would directly cast influences on the third section of analysis (RQ3). In RQ2, this 

study explored the partisan slant of news media. As the results suggested, both media types and 

each news media brand revealed significant values, which meant that each news media brand 

was classified into either pro-KMT or pro-DPP group for RQ3. 

 

5.2.3. The Semantic Network Analysis: Salient Concepts and Slant Correlation   

Comparisons between RQ1 and RQ2 result in a highlight in this research. The results in 

RQ1 suggested that except for the environmental groups, DPP/KMT actors on Facebook and 

news media focused more on partisan keywords (i.e., “國民黨 (KMT)” and “民進黨 (DPP)”). 

The top-ten salient concepts did not suggest any partisan keywords from the environmental 

groups. On the other hand, regarding RQ2, as this research explored the way of using semantic 

network correlation analysis (QAP) to measure partisan slant of news media on Shenao power 

plant issue, the results suggested differently. Different from RQ1, the results of RQ2 suggested 

that the semantic network of both types of news media and all the news media brands were 

more correlated to the semantic network of environmental groups, compared to DPP and KMT 

networks. Although the top-ten salient concepts revealed different focuses, the whole semantic 
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network comparison suggested that the news media were more correlated to the environmental 

concerns.  

Past studies suggested that regarding to the environmental issues, the political concerns 

issues, such as political struggle, conflict, or strategy were framed in news media or public 

debates (Bolsen & Shapiro, 2018; Nisbet, 2010; O’Neill, Williams, Kurz, Wiersma & Boykoff, 

2015). In addition, news outlets revealed politics struggles and conflicts between KMT and 

DPP in Shenao power plant issue (ETtoday News, 2018; Hsu, 2018; Chang, 2018). From the 

exploration of the research, it revealed the different results from the salient concept analysis 

and QAP analysis, as the former suggested that the networks of news media were more 

correlated to DPP or KMT actors, the latter suggested that the semantic networks of news media 

were more correlated to the environmental groups, regarding Shenao power plant issues. 

From the result of QAP analysis, news media emphasized more about the environmental 

relevant information, rather than politics issues. However, from the result of salient concept for 

framing analysis, the salient words of news media suggested more similar concepts to what 

political actors focused on. As this study mentioned in the previous section that the process 

leading decontextualization of the story of news articles or Facebook posts, which made the 

limited unsterstanding of the story of contents, future studies could mix with more qualitative 

ways of content analysis, to drive deeper investigations under Shenao’s case in this study. 

Furthermore, from the several concerns mentioned above, it could trigger more 

discussion about whether a referendum should be tied up with an election. As the political 

frame was founded in news coverage or public issues in past studies, the political conflicts 

between DPP and KMT revealed in local news media regarding Shenao issue, and one of the 
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results (salient concept analysis) in this study suggested a more correlated relationship between 

the news media and political actors, it is possible that politics related concerns blur the focus 

of the referendum issue. Although the the whole semantic network comparison suggested the 

more correlated relationship between news media were and the environmental groups, from the 

result of top-ten salient concepts in RQ1, it revealed that several concepts news media put 

emphaisis on were more similar to what the DPP and KMT actors focused on. The relationship 

between the referendum and the influences of political concerns due to the connection with an 

election is suggested in future studies, through using different ways of analysis.  

 

5.3. Research Contributions  

This research added contributions upon theoretical, practical and methodological and aspects. 

Based on the theories and past studies, this research proposed to fill up the research gap, which 

advanced the previous theoretical or conceptual insights, practical research procedure, and 

methodological explorations and extensions.  

Theoretically, this research made efforts on investigating classical theory or concepts and 

adding insights through analysis. First, this research contributed on media slant research 

through text-based analysis and the measurement with cross-media contents. As media slant 

seemed not attributed to a theorist, the core definition, measurement, and impact of media slant 

were still diverged (D'Alessio & Allen, 2000; Lichter, 2017), this research explored and 

proposed to use the social media contents as parameters to measure the slant, which enriched 

the insights and applications on concepts of “partisan slant” or “media slant”. Second, this 

research reviewed literatures of framing and semantic network analysis, and proposed to 
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explore framing through semantic network analysis, using text-based salient concepts to depict 

the framing of Shenao power plant issue.  

Third, this research investigated Taiwan’s environmental referendum issue, and added 

insights on the past studies of politics framing in environmental issues in news media. Under 

the context of two-system party politics, this research reviewed the politics struggle and 

conflict between the two major political parties (i.e., KMT and DPP), and applied Shenao’s 

issue as the case for partisan slant, framing and semantic network analysis. As past studies 

discussed the news frame of political conflict or strategy in environmental issues (Bolsen & 

Shapiro, 2018; Nisbet, 2010; O’Neill, Williams, Kurz, Wiersma & Boykoff, 2015), through 

Shenao power plant issue, this research also examined the politics or strategy framing upon 

environmental issues in local news media. From the results of the analysis, it could trigger more 

discussion about whether a referendum should be tied up with an election. The relationship 

between the referendum and the influences of political concerns is worth more investigations 

in furure studies. 

Forth, this research compared the salient concepts regarding the Shenao power plant issue 

between the digital native and traditional news media. Due to the emerge of web environment 

that gave birth to digital-native news media, this study proposed to compare different types of 

news media on semantic analysis and partisan slant exploration. Although the results did not 

suggest salient differences between two types of media in this research, the applications and 

explorations added the research directions on the two types of news media for future studies.  

Methodologically, this research combined the applications of semantic network analysis, 

partisan slant research, and framing analysis to investigate the salient concepts among different 
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types of media (i.e., social media and news media), and to explore news media’s partisan slant. 

The semantic network analysis was the core methodology in this study, through UCINET 6 to 

conduct semantic network analysis on salient concepts, Gephi to visualize the network layouts, 

and QAP correlation analysis to measure partisan slant. Using these tools extended the 

applications on word-based semantic networks, as these three tools played the different roles 

upon the semantic network analysis. 

At the issue level, this study provided valuable additions on Taiwan’s journalistic 

research on 2018 referendum issues through semantic network analysis. Due to the two-party 

system and political turf wars in Taiwan, news about referendum issues was easily laden with 

political conflicts rather than issue-based focus. On top of this, this research proposed to used  

the semantic lens to enrich the understanding of Taiwan referendum news research. It used the 

software of UCINET 6 to extracted salient keyworks through the metric based on the node’s 

influence in the whole network, for salient concept analysis. Besides, it used the Gephi to graph 

the layout of netwoks for storytelling.  

 Second, it extended the use of the semantic correlation analysis on partisan slant 

research. The QAP analysis on UCINET 6 measured the partisan slant of the news media. 

Based on the past studies, Jiang et al. (2016) used QAP to compare the semantic networks 

between Associated Press and Xinhua News Agency in the event of Arab Spring protect. For 

the cross-media comparison through text-based content analysis, the practice and procedure of 

QAP analysis would provide valuable additions for future studies. It not only provided another 

way to explore and measure media slant, upon the text-based level, but also explored the 

possibility of doing quantitative content analysis, and framing analysis. 
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Third, this research extended the application of intermedia contents. Through using the 

semantic way, this research investigated possibilities of using intermedia contents to measure 

partisan slant. Past research (e.g., Gentzkow & Shapiro, 2010) used different media contents 

as an index or parameter to measure news media’s partisan leaning, while this study explored 

to use Facebook contents as an index to measure news media’s partisan leaning. Additionally, 

this research explored different framing and salient issues between news media and social 

media on the text level. 

Forth, as for the data cleaning procedure, this research enriched the applications of the 

computer assisted softwares to process data analysis. This rearch processed data cleaning 

before the analysis through R programming language. The word segmentation was conducted 

by JiebaR package (Qin & Wu, 2016), and the co-word matrix was processed by Quanteda 

package (Benoit et al., 2019). It contributed to the practices of data cleaning on text mining and 

text analysis, through application of R programming langue and the packages for future studies. 

The utilizing of JiebaR package on Traditional Chinese natural language processing would be 

a valuable application as it was first launched for Simplified Chinese language as a word 

segmentation tool.   

 

5.4. Limitations and Future Research 

First, this research considered the news contents as the key factor leading slant. However, as 

mentioned in the literature review, several factors include economics concerns such as media 

marketplace or media reputation, government power, or public attitudes might affect media 

slant. For example, one of them used media coverage composing an ideodynamic model as 
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prediction of public attitudes (Watts, Domke, Shah & Fan, 1999). Although it could make our 

study focus more on the content implications on partisan slant, past studies treated these factors 

mentioned above crucial and might influence or be influenced by media slant. Future study 

could consider to include additional factors to investigate media slant. 

Second, this study would firstly use social media as the parameter to identify the partisan 

leaning of online news media. As the news articles used third-person narrative for reporting, 

the social media contents often use more interactive narrative ways for the engagement. The 

different ways of narratives on media platforms might cause different words of use.  The 

limitation and gap might occur in two media platforms due to their different features and 

narrative ways of contents. Despite the fact that previous study suggested a mutual way or a 

dynamic transmitting pattern between social media and news media information flows (Wang 

& Guo, 2018; Neuman et al, 2014), suggesting that the possibility of intermedia similar issue 

cycle, it was still worth future investigations on semantic analysis of different media types that 

have different words of use and narrive features, and to further evaluate the validity that 

considers using different types of media contents as the index. 

Third, this research used semantic network analysis, extracting salient concepts on an 

environemtnal referendum issue, in order to map the framing of different types of media (i.e. 

social media and news media), and two types of news media (i.e. traditional and digital native 

media). However, it would be limited to probe into further insights in semantic networks as 

they were made up of words. First of all, it was not way to observe the relationship between 

100 words while comparing networks. Second, many words were highly co-occurred in 

documents. Third, selecting a small number of words as the node size were likely to limit the 
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lexicon or word base representing the communicators’ (i.e. DPP/KMT actors, environmental 

groups, news media) speech or position regarding the issue. Forth, to conduct semantic network 

analysis, the procedure of word segmentation decontextualized the story of news articles or 

Facebook posts, which was not an easy way to read the thread of the story, or the position of 

the issue, and it might cause the misinterpretation of the story when this research would like to 

recontextualize and contruct the story on the basis of the semantic network. 

As for the methodological concerns through QAP analysis, some scholars compared their 

semantic networks through angenda issue networks, which were made up of “themes” (NAS 

model) rather than “words” (Guo & Vargo, 2015; Vargo, Guo, McCombs & Shaw, 2014; Guo, 

2012). Each network for comparison remain same number of nodes for the QAP analysis. In 

comparison, this research processed the word segmentation that every document (post or 

article) pocessessed an unequal number of words. Also, this research selected 100 words to 

build up the matix to keep the all networks with same node number. Due to the limitations that 

the networks were made up by words, there were difficulties in observing relationship between 

100 words, high co-occurrence in documents, and concerns of the lexicon or word base. Thus, 

the future research can include thematic analysis, (e.g., taking reference on NAS model) to 

further investigate on network relationship observations in QAP correlation analysis. 

Forth, this study used semantic network analysis to explore the framing and the partisan 

slant. It would be a limit only using semantic network analysis although it focuses primarily 

on content analysis. However, as previously mentioned, several factors would cause media 

slant. Several past studies used economic models to measure media slant (Gentzkow & Shapiro, 
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2010; Lichter, 2017; Gentzkow et al., 2015). Future studies could explore or compare more 

ways to measure media slant or bias. 

Finally, this study only used post and article trends as the observations of intermedia 

agenda setting between social media and news media, in order to support the dynamic and 

repciprocal transmitting pattern across media platform, giving the basis of using social media 

contents as partisan slant parameter of news media. In the past studies that proved the dynamic 

intermedia agenda setting patterns, scholars not only observed time series of content frequency, 

they also utilized framework of Granger causality (Granger, 1969), which identified the 

peridotic cycle and trend between two time-series of media contents (Neuman et al., 2014; Jang 

et al., 2019). Future studies were suggested extend the intermedia partisan slant research to the 

time order causality examinatation.   
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Appendix 1 
Boolean Keywords 

 
1. Online news media contents provided by uMiner): 
1.1 1st dataset keywords: collected all data related to energy issues 

Search Keywords: 

發電廠 or 低碳能源 or 再生能源 or 潔淨能源 or 低碳綠能 or 綠能建設 or 綠能政策 or ((生質能 

or 海洋能 or 地熱 or 太陽能 or 風力 or 水力)  and (發電 or 能源))  or 火力發電 or ((燃油 or 燃煤 

or 燃天然氣 or 燃氣) and 發電) or ((石油 or 天然氣 or 煤炭 or 燃煤) and 發電) or 深澳電廠 or 深

奧電廠 or 深奧藍莓 or 深澳藍莓 or 深澳燃煤 or 深奧燃煤 or ((燃煤 or 燃氣 or 燃天然氣 or 燃油) 

and 電廠) or 火力電廠 or ((台中 or 林口 or 麥寮 or 和平) and 電廠) or (中火 and (燃煤 or 發

電))  or 核能 or 核能發電 or 核電 or 核安 or 核能安全 or 核災 or 核危機 or 核廠危機 or 核子危機 

or 核能危機 or (複合式災害 and 核能) or 核電事故 or 核能外洩 or 核外洩 or 核洩漏 or (輻射 and 

核能) or 核電廠 or 核能電廠 or 龍門電廠 or ((國聖 or 金山 or 馬鞍山) and 電廠) or 核四 or 核三 

or 核二 or 核一 or "核 4" or "核 3" or "核 2" or "核 1" or 核能廠 or 核廠 or 核電站 or 核廢料  or 

((核子 or 核能) and 反應爐) or 反核 or 廢核 or 非核家園 or 廢核家園 or 擁核 or 限電 or 缺電 or 

供電不足 or 供電問題 or 用愛發電 or 用肺發電 or 缺電家園 or 以核養綠 or 能源政策 or 能源轉

型 or 新節電運動 or 電業法 or 電業改革 or 能源轉型 

 

Filtered Keywords: 
極限電壓 or 如荼地熱播 or 不限電子產品 or 網頁限電腦 or 僅限電動 or 無限電線電公司 or 限電

視平台 or 不限電信 or 極限電壓 or 雙核四核 or 非核心 or 核卡人員 or 稽核能力 or 石油價格 or 

石油輸出國 or 北韓 or 北韓核能 or 朝鮮 or 伊朗石油 or (公告 and 水桶) or (面交 and 買賣) or (面

交 and 核電廠 and 電源 and 買賣) or 氦原子核 or 風力計 or (核工 and 志願) or 輻射捷運路網 or 

((超音波 or 超聲波) and (輻射 or 幅射)) or 2018籃球 Fun電營 or (格陵蘭 and 氫彈) or (川普 and 

能源輸出國) or (營益成長 or 營收成長 or (營運 and 成長)) or 黃金外匯 or 恆耀 or 元晶太陽能 or 

(收益 and 選股) or (貿易順差 or 貿易逆差 or 貿易利益) or 風電股 or (上緯 and 風力發電) or 上海

能源交易所 or 六四的起源 or 贪污现象 or 通貨膨脹 or存股投資 or 股臨會 or (法國 and 徵兵) or 

(&quot;LG&quot; and 乾衣機) or (股市 and 投資人) or (沙烏地 or 沙國) or 無限電話機 or 華信能

源有限公司 or 透天厝改造 or 恆春旅遊景點 or 絕不可能做出任何看似自殺之行為 or 家庭式太

陽能發電 or 一帶一路 or 朝核危機 or 賞屋心得 or 雄安新区 or 上海國際能源交易中心 or 太陽能

熱水器 or 屋頂出租給業者 or 駿馬外交 or (耐輻射 and 陶瓷) or 限電話及 or 核災性受損 or 鼠寶

發電廠 or 有限電視公司 or 不限電影 or 不缺電競 
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1.2 2nd dataset keywords: to collected all the contents related to “Shenao power plant issue” 

“深澳” or “深奧” 

 

2. Facebook posts provided by QSearch: 
Boolean keywords of data collection:  

(深澳電廠 or 深奧電廠 or 深奧藍莓 or 深澳藍莓 or 深澳燃煤 or 深奧燃煤) -seg:media 
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Appendix 2  
Lists of DPP, KMT, and Environmental Groups Facebook Fan Pages 

 

DPP Facebook Pages 

Fan Page Name Post count Affiliated Party Sort of Political Actors 

王定宇 6 DPP Politician 
蔡其昌 1 DPP Politician 

許淑華 1 DPP Politician 
段宜康 3 DPP Politician 

柯建銘 1 DPP Politician 
台北市議員梁文傑 2 DPP Politician 

林俊憲 2 DPP Politician 
羅致政粉絲團 2 DPP Politician 

立法委員 江永昌 4 DPP Politician 
李俊俋 2 DPP Politician 

陳世凱 1 DPP Politician 
高志鵬 Gao Jyh Peng 1 DPP Politician 

林宜瑾 1 DPP Politician 
黃國書 1 DPP Politician 

鄭運鵬專頁 1 DPP Politician 
煥然一新 簡煥宗 1 DPP Politician 

李坤城 1 DPP Politician 
張志豪 中和發言人 1 DPP Politician 

民進黨立法院黨團 2 DPP Political Organization 
民主進步黨台中市黨部 1 DPP Political Organization 

民主進步黨 美西黨部 8 DPP Political Organization 
經濟部 1 DPP Government Agency 

經濟部能源局 1 DPP Government Agency 
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KMT Facebook Pages 

Fan Page Name Post count Affiliated Party Sort of Political Actors 

朱立倫 5 KMT Politician 

羅智強 26 KMT Politician 

侯友宜 20 KMT Politician 

林德福 3 KMT Politician 

盧秀燕 1 KMT Politician 

林姿妙 1 KMT Politician 

丁守中粉絲團 8 KMT Politician 

張麗善 1 KMT Politician 

連勝文 1 KMT Politician 

陳學聖 12 KMT Politician 

王鴻薇 2 KMT Politician 

吳育仁-勞心勞力 1 KMT Politician 

陳文政 1 KMT Politician 

江啟臣 5 KMT Politician 

柯志恩 5 KMT Politician 

李明賢 -阿賢之聲 5 KMT Politician 

蔣萬安 1 KMT Politician 

唐慧琳 1 KMT Politician 

徐榛蔚 2 KMT Politician 

鍾沛君 2 KMT Politician 

王威元-威力十足 元氣滿
分 5 KMT Politician 

高思博 A Po 1 KMT Politician 

顏寬恒 3 KMT Politician 

蘇家明-有經驗拚建設 2 KMT Politician 

林耕仁 2 KMT Politician 

陳若翠-微笑加油讚 1 KMT Politician 

游淑慧 港湖加游 6 KMT Politician 

勇媽阿惠 - 黃敏惠 2 KMT Politician 

賴士葆 11 KMT Politician 

蔣根煌 1 KMT Politician 

吳志揚 2 KMT Politician 
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Fan Page Name Post count Affiliated Party Sort of Political Actors 

郝龍斌 2 KMT Politician 

張斯綱-綱好在乎你 3 KMT Politician 

高雄市議員陳美雅 1 KMT Politician 

吳敦義 Wu, Den-Yih 26 KMT Politician 

李彥秀 4 KMT Politician 

看見幸福 呂玉玲 1 KMT Politician 

費鴻泰（阿力克司） 2 KMT Politician 

江怡臻 1 KMT Politician 

新北市議員 劉哲彰 1 KMT Politician 

王欣儀 俠女仁心 1 KMT Politician 

立法委員王育敏 11 KMT Politician 

周錫瑋 1 KMT Politician 

黃敬平 1 KMT Politician 

陳偉杰 Chen Wei-chieh 7 KMT Politician 

謝立功 26 KMT Politician 

李眉蓁 1 KMT Politician 

曾銘宗 3 KMT Politician 

新竹市議員鍾淑英的應援

團 1 KMT Politician 

縣議員劉淑芳粉絲專頁 1 KMT Politician 

藍敏煌 Blue 2 KMT Politician 

金瑞龍 粉絲團 3 KMT Politician 

楊麗環 2 KMT Politician 

陳明義 5 KMT Politician 

立法委員 陳宜民 9 KMT Politician 

洪孟楷 9 KMT Politician 

宋瑋莉 1 KMT Politician 

黃永昌 1 KMT Politician 

劉美芳 1 KMT Politician 

台北市議員徐弘庭 7 KMT Politician 

黃昭順 9 KMT Politician 

舒翠玲-看見孩子的未來 3 KMT Politician 

陳儀君 3 KMT Politician 

孫大千 Sun, Ta-Chien 5 KMT Politician 
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Fan Page Name Post count Affiliated Party Sort of Political Actors 

林育先 1 KMT Politician 

立法委員 林麗蟬 1 KMT Politician 

黃志雄&洪佳君 2 KMT Politician 

呂謦煒 1 KMT Politician 

建設 服務 周勝考 5 KMT Politician 

羅明才 2 KMT Politician 

陳麗娜 立委參選人 1 KMT Politician 

張慶忠 2 KMT Politician 

桃園蘆竹張桂綿粉絲團 2 KMT Politician 

陳鴻源‧愛的行動粉絲團 26 KMT Politician 

林有志 2 KMT Politician 

新北市議員白珮茹(汐止金
山萬里) 2 KMT Politician 

宋雨蓁 《 Nikar. Falong 》 1 KMT Politician 

市議員梁為超粉絲團 1 KMT Politician 

沈智慧 1 KMT Politician 

吳秋齡 1 KMT Politician 

愛嘉園 林于玲 1 KMT Politician 

許毓仁 2 KMT Politician 

陳超明-阿明哥粉絲團 3 KMT Politician 

中國國民黨台北市黨部 2 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨 KMT 12 KMT Political Organization 

黃復興黃國園黨部 2 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨新北市黨部粉

絲團 5 KMT Political Organization 

國民黨立法院黨團 13 KMT Political Organization 

國民黨政策會 KMT Policy 8 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨高雄市黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

國民黨台中市黨部 3 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨雲林縣黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市粉絲團 26 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨海外部 1 KMT Political Organization 
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Fan Page Name Post count Affiliated Party Sort of Political Actors 

中國國民黨桃園市龍潭區

黨部 8 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨~花蓮縣黨部~ 4 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市中壢區

黨部 20 KMT Political Organization 

國民新聞吧 News Bar 6 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨@南投縣黨部 2 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨台北市第二區

黨部(內湖南港) 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨台北市第五區

(中正萬華)黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨台東縣黨部 3 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市楊梅區

黨部 5 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨台北市第四區

(中山大同)黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

龜山之音 -中國國民黨桃
園市龜山區黨部 6 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨台南市黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨新北市議會黨

團 7 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市桃園區

黨部 13 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨連江縣黨部(馬
祖) 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市蘆竹區

黨部 10 KMT Political Organization 

Kmt高雄市左營楠梓區黨
部 3 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨宜蘭縣黨部 3 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨新竹縣黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨聖地牙哥分部 10 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨新竹市黨部 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市復興區

黨部 3 KMT Political Organization 
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Fan Page Name Post count Affiliated Party Sort of Political Actors 

中國國民黨桃園市平鎮區

黨部 4 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨嘉義市黨部粉

絲團 2 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市八德區

黨部 7 KMT Political Organization 

Kmt高雄市第九區黨部
（岡山 燕巢） 1 KMT Political Organization 

中國國民黨桃園市大溪區

黨部 2 KMT Political Organization 

 
 
 
Environmental Group Pages 

Fan Page Name Post count 

350 Taiwan 4 

中台灣廢核無煤行動聯盟 1 

主婦聯盟環境保護基金會 3 

台大氣候行動社 National Taiwan University Climate 
Action Club 1 

台北。好荒野 3 

台南市空污防護自救會 1 

台灣生態學會 3 

台灣再生能源推動聯盟 1 

台灣珊瑚礁學會 2 

台灣能源 2 

台灣健康空氣行動聯盟 34 

台灣樹人會 1 

台灣環境保護聯盟-Tepu 8 

台灣環境資訊協會 - TEIA 2 

全國廢核行動平台 1 

地球公民基金會 3 

地熱好棒棒 4 

守護城市森林 實現永續環境 2 
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Fan Page Name Post count 

我願游泳於樹海‧搶救江翠老樹 5 

爭好氣聯盟 8 

花蓮縣節能減碳小尖兵 1 

南部反空污大聯盟 4 

珍愛桃園藻礁 31 

看守台灣協會 Taiwan Watch Institute 1 

悅讀荒野 3 

海湧工作室 - Hiin studio 1 

荒野新竹 3 

媽媽監督核電廠聯盟 15 

新北 i環保 1 

綠色公民行動聯盟 Green Citizens' Action Alliance 7 

臺灣環境公義聯盟 1 

環境法律人協會 Environmental Jurists Association, 
EJA 1 

環境資訊中心 12 

環境權保障基金會 Environmental rights foundation, 
ERF 3 

Greenpeace 綠色和平 (台灣網站) 35 

PM2.5 自救會：資訊應公開，拒絕髒空氣 1 

Wild at Heart Taiwan 台灣蠻野心足生態協會 13 
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Appendix 3 
List of Top-100 Words of Greatest Document Frequency as 

Nodes of Semantic Networks  
 

Appendix 3 suggested the node lists of all semantic networks in this study. To conduct 

the QAP correlation analysis, each semantic network should keep same size of the 

matrix, which means that each matrix should have same number of words as nodes, to 

build up a matrix. On top of this, this study chose top-100 words with greatest document 

frequency as nodes of each semantic network in each communicator, including KMT 

actors, DPP actors, environmental group actors and each news media brand. 

 

Node List of DPP, KMT, Environ, TN-ALL, DN-ALL (Top-100 Words) 

Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank DPP doc 
freq KMT doc 

freq Environ doc 
freq TN-ALL doc 

freq DN-ALL doc 
freq 

1 
深澳電

廠 
44 深澳電廠 33 深澳電廠 42 深澳 1,230 深澳 792 

2 國民黨 22 深澳 24 台灣 29 深澳電廠 994 國民黨 712 

3 深澳 22 燃煤電廠 23 燃煤電廠 29 國民黨 915 市長 685 

4 停建 21 台灣 22 深澳 27 燃煤電廠 884 燃煤電廠 646 

5 侯友宜 19 人民 20 環境 22 市長 865 民進黨 636 

6 市長 19 國民黨 20 能源 22 民進黨 788 深澳電廠 579 

7 民進黨 17 民進黨 19 健康 21 新北 741 新北 558 

8 台灣 17 健康 19 一起 20 政府 698 強調 498 

9 
燃煤電

廠 
15 新北 17 政府 20 政策 684 政策 494 

10 政策 14 賴清德 16 空氣 19 台灣 666 政府 482 

11 
行政院

長 
14 政策 14 聯盟 19 選舉 662 選舉 473 

12 新北 14 民眾 14 生態 18 賴清德 657 台灣 465 

13 賴清德 14 燃煤 13 藻礁 18 行政院長 633 新北市 462 

14 選舉 13 中國 13 空污 17 環評 601 蘇貞昌 457 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank DPP doc 
freq KMT doc 

freq Environ doc 
freq TN-ALL doc 

freq DN-ALL doc 
freq 

15 公投 13 蔡英文 12 行政院 17 能源 599 行政院長 440 

16 興建 13 市長 12 行動 16 民眾 579 侯友宜 436 

17 立法院 12 蘇貞昌 12 電廠 16 問題 571 賴清德 421 

18 能源 12 空污 12 影響 15 新北市 559 民眾 408 

19 質詢 12 聯合 12 燃煤 15 參選人 558 台北 400 

20 內容 11 觀塘 12 環評 15 侯友宜 549 議題 394 

21 
反深澳

電廠 
11 環評 11 轉型 15 蘇貞昌 531 候選人 391 

22 政府 11 行政院長 11 政策 15 興建 527 希望 382 

23 問題 10 政治 11 環保 13 電廠 522 能源 378 

24 立委 10 新聞網 11 評估 13 觀塘 518 反深澳 358 

25 蘇貞昌 10 發電 11 開發 13 停建 513 環評 354 

26 人民 10 公投 11 賴清德 13 議題 506 興建 353 

27 院長 10 政府 11 團體 12 希望 502 問題 351 

28 觀塘 10 一起 10 公民 12 反深澳 496 提供 350 

29 要求 9 能源 10 興建 12 天然氣 485 行政院 342 

30 參選人 9 造成 10 礁 12 提出 477 提出 330 

31 進行 9 反深澳 10 觀塘 12 政治 461 電廠 329 

32 提出 9 桃園 10 民眾 11 行政院 457 健康 324 

33 相關 9 院長 10 反深澳 11 facebook 455 政治 322 

34 天然氣 9 空氣 9 綠色 11 台北 445 參選人 310 

35 環評 9 天然氣 9 議題 11 強調 444 停建 304 

36 宣布 9 反核食 9 台電 11 發電 428 市民 302 

37 第三 8 民意 8 發電 11 資料 428 質疑 286 

38 民眾 8 總統 8 環團 11 評估 427 一定 286 

39 行政院 8 興建 8 透過 11 宣布 425 人民 280 

40 影響 8 黨部 8 台北 11 質疑 425 觀塘 275 

41 反核食 8 希望 8 遊行 11 健康 419 資料 267 

42 反深澳 8 大會 8 2018 10 環保 407 競選 266 

43 空污 8 選舉 8 計畫 10 台電 394 宣布 265 

44 停止 8 乾淨的煤 8 造成 10 燃煤 392 面對 262 

45 必須 7 評估 8 永續 10 影響 379 批評 262 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank DPP doc 
freq KMT doc 

freq Environ doc 
freq TN-ALL doc 

freq DN-ALL doc 
freq 

46 政治 7 停建 8 空汙 10 要求 378 發電 257 

47 重要 7 停止 7 人民 10 經濟部 373 影響 254 

48 產業 7 難道 7 天然氣 10 環保署 363 要求 253 

49 造成 7 完全 7 大潭 10 一定 347 陳 249 

50 機組 7 缺電 7 破壞 10 接收站 333 天然氣 246 

51 議題 7 呼吸 7 中油 10 立委 331 燃煤 246 

52 市民 7 危害 7 環保署 9 進行 327 環境 245 

53 新聞網 7 執政 7 保護 9 環境 322 發展 245 

54 目前 7 行政院 7 今年 9 目前 322 媒體 243 

55 反空汙 7 選票 7 和平 9 陳 321 呼籲 243 

56 台中 7 鄭文燦 7 聯合 9 人民 317 空污 236 

57 經濟部 7 重要 7 撤回 9 10 314 立場 232 

58 記者會 7 污染 7 連署 9 討論 308 年底 230 

59 明確 7 
反深澳電

廠 
7 要求 9 發展 304 10 229 

60 燃煤 7 市民 7 政治 9 立法院 302 清楚 229 

61 接收站 7 電廠 7 發展 9 爭議 300 選戰 227 

62 評估 7 環保署 7 桃園 9 公投 300 公投 227 

63 年底 6 觀塘案 7 經濟部 9 提供 300 蔡英文 224 

64 選戰 6 台中 6 社會 9 呼籲 299 受訪 220 

65 總統 6 根本 6 歡迎 9 總統 299 評估 219 

66 蔡英文 6 臉書 6 提出 9 機組 297 態度 218 

67 接受 6 國家 6 高雄 9 決定 296 爭議 217 

68 一定 6 蔡政府 6 時間 8 造成 293 執政 217 

69 朱立倫 6 質詢 6 發電廠 8 清楚 291 一起 216 

70 聯合 6 必須 6 一定 8 生態 290 台電 215 

71 台電 6 縣長 6 10 8 市民 284 進行 215 

72 推動 6 環保 6 新聞網 8 選情 283 環保 214 

73 連署 6 無法 6 協會 8 媒體 281 討論 214 

74 清楚 6 議題 6 爭議 8 批評 279 總統 213 

75 媒體 6 台北 6 抗議 8 計畫 277 目前 212 

76 大會 6 態度 6 搶救 8 回應 277 回應 212 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank DPP doc 
freq KMT doc 

freq Environ doc 
freq TN-ALL doc 

freq DN-ALL doc 
freq 

77 候選人 6 10 6 三接 8 昨天 277 重要 211 

78 召開 6 反空汙 6 問題 8 候選人 273 立委 210 

79 發電 6 服務處 6 機組 8 上午 271 立法院 210 

80 規劃 6 連署書 6 民主 8 第三 270 經濟部 210 

81 黨團 5 期待 6 煤 8 電力 268 辦公室 205 

82 發展 5 1124 6 站 8 完成 266 選情 205 

83 非常 5 選情 6 燃氣 8 中油 265 環保署 204 

84 責任 5 目前 6 停建 8 空污 264 決定 204 

85 重新 5 執政黨 6 1103 8 地方 264 推動 201 

86 擔任 5 學者 6 陳 8 今年 262 中央 200 

87 知道 5 提出 6 藻 8 相關 262 接受 198 

88 主張 5 候選人 6 11 8 態度 262 生態 195 

89 新北市 5 空汙 6 排放 7 一直 261 停止 195 

90 質疑 5 宣布 6 污染 7 停止 260 記者會 193 

91 態度 5 抗議 6 環境保護 7 空汙 258 完成 193 

92 陳 5 委員 6 增加 7 蔡英文 258 召開 186 

93 焦點 5 民主 5 改善 7 桃園 255 國家 185 

94 2018 5 立法院 5 台中 7 面對 252 機組 183 

95 參加 5 上午 5 撤銷 7 大會 252 臉書 183 

96 選民 5 嚴重 5 環差 7 無法 252 投票 183 

97 擔心 5 行動 5 自救會 7 社會 251 12 183 

98 持續 5 令人 5 律師 7 外界 250 發言人 182 

99 關心 5 政黨 5 基金會 7 台中 250 民 182 

100 電廠 5 同樣 5 居民 7 供電 248 相關 182 

 

 

Node List of APPL, ETT, ETTV, LIB, NEW (Top-100 Words) 

Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank APPL doc 
freq ETT doc 

freq ETTV doc 
freq LIB doc 

freq NEW doc 
freq 

1 深澳 119 國民黨 269 國民黨 269 深澳 117 深澳 158 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank APPL doc 
freq ETT doc 

freq ETTV doc 
freq LIB doc 

freq NEW doc 
freq 

2 
深澳電

廠 
101 市長 259 市長 259 

深澳電

廠 
94 市長 150 

3 台灣 85 台北 252 台北 252 新北 93 國民黨 142 

4 
燃煤電

廠 
81 深澳 251 深澳 251 國民黨 91 燃煤電廠 139 

5 環評 80 深澳電廠 224 深澳電廠 224 市長 91 新北 117 

6 能源 79 民進黨 220 民進黨 220 
燃煤電

廠 
83 民進黨 110 

7 政府 75 新北 214 新北 214 新北市 76 深澳電廠 102 

8 天然氣 75 燃煤電廠 212 燃煤電廠 212 民進黨 73 侯友宜 100 

9 政策 73 強調 194 強調 194 侯友宜 72 新北市 98 

10 賴清德 71 候選人 184 候選人 184 選舉 66 提供 98 

11 問題 69 蘇貞昌 176 蘇貞昌 176 政策 64 強調 95 

12 空污 65 侯友宜 168 侯友宜 168 台北 61 蘇貞昌 92 

13 資料 64 新北市 165 新北市 165 議題 61 選舉 91 

14 民眾 62 反深澳 160 反深澳 160 台灣 61 台灣 90 

15 
行政院

長 
60 政策 156 政策 156 強調 59 民眾 90 

16 提出 60 行政院長 156 行政院長 156 電廠 57 政策 90 

17 興建 59 台灣 154 台灣 154 政府 56 政府 84 

18 影響 59 賴清德 152 賴清德 152 反深澳 52 延伸 83 

19 政治 58 選舉 150 選舉 150 能源 52 閱讀 83 

20 停建 57 政府 148 政府 148 停建 52 希望 75 

21 環保署 57 希望 138 希望 138 參選人 50 候選人 75 

22 觀塘 57 政治 137 政治 137 興建 50 競選 74 

23 電廠 56 議題 135 議題 135 問題 49 行政院長 74 

24 台電 55 民眾 133 民眾 133 蘇貞昌 48 議題 71 

25 民進黨 55 電廠 130 電廠 130 提出 47 參選人 69 

26 台北 53 受訪 130 受訪 130 
行政院

長 
47 反深澳 67 

27 發電 52 環評 126 環評 126 民眾 46 健康 66 

28 接收站 52 提供 125 提供 125 環評 45 賴清德 66 

29 環保 52 健康 124 健康 124 天然氣 44 問題 64 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank APPL doc 
freq ETT doc 

freq ETTV doc 
freq LIB doc 

freq NEW doc 
freq 

30 評估 52 面對 123 面對 123 台電 43 能源 63 

31 行政院 51 行政院 122 行政院 122 賴清德 43 市民 63 

32 國民黨 51 興建 122 興建 122 希望 42 興建 61 

33 環境 51 能源 121 能源 121 發電 42 辦公室 59 

34 發展 49 市民 119 市民 119 質疑 41 提出 58 

35 要求 49 問題 111 問題 111 空污 40 環評 55 

36 議題 48 資料 110 資料 110 評估 40 停建 54 

37 燃煤 48 競選 106 競選 106 候選人 37 行政院 52 

38 照片 48 批評 105 批評 105 行政院 36 宣布 52 

39 爭議 47 觀塘 104 觀塘 104 供電 35 電廠 51 

40 希望 47 一定 103 一定 103 市民 35 批評 50 

41 中油 47 蔣 103 蔣 103 健康 34 要求 49 

42 宣布 46 空污 102 空污 102 環境 34 公投 48 

43 陳 46 婕妤 102 婕妤 102 提供 33 清楚 48 

44 市長 46 提出 101 提出 101 觀塘 33 侯 48 

45 社會 45 停建 101 停建 101 立委 32 一定 47 

46 目前 45 中心 99 中心 99 進行 32 政治 46 

47 經濟部 45 選戰 97 選戰 97 人民 32 表態 46 

48 選舉 44 宣布 97 宣布 97 發展 32 呼籲 45 

49 開發 44 立場 96 立場 96 政治 32 環保 45 

50 10 43 人民 96 人民 96 機組 32 上午 45 

51 污染 41 要求 95 要求 95 面對 32 台北 45 

52 北部 40 召開 93 召開 93 侯 32 一起 45 

53 大會 40 清楚 92 清楚 92 討論 30 人民 45 

54 審查 40 質疑 91 質疑 91 立場 30 對手 44 

55 造成 40 嗆 91 嗆 91 必須 30 資料 44 

56 人民 39 年底 90 年底 90 宣布 30 空污 43 

57 進行 39 10 89 10 89 目前 30 中央 43 

58 國家 39 評估 89 評估 89 燃煤 30 媒體 43 

59 新北 39 經濟部 86 經濟部 86 公投 29 決定 43 

60 觀塘案 39 停止 86 停止 86 經濟部 29 縣長 42 

61 藻礁 39 呼籲 85 呼籲 85 環保 29 天 41 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank APPL doc 
freq ETT doc 

freq ETTV doc 
freq LIB doc 

freq NEW doc 
freq 

62 委員 38 態度 85 態度 85 呼籲 29 到底 41 

63 完全 37 公投 83 公投 83 回應 29 立場 40 

64 2025 37 喊話 83 喊話 83 中央 28 燃煤 39 

65 健康 37 記者會 82 記者會 82 完全 28 質疑 39 

66 環團 37 供電 81 供電 81 影響 28 天然氣 39 

67 生態 37 媒體 81 媒體 81 一定 28 發言人 38 

68 新聞 37 24 80 24 80 黃 28 發電 38 

69 大潭 36 影響 80 影響 80 推動 27 回應 38 

70 其實 36 回應 80 回應 80 北部 27 觀塘 38 

71 學者 36 辦公室 80 辦公室 80 林口 27 總統 37 

72 強調 36 討論 79 討論 79 要求 27 爭議 37 

73 提供 35 燃煤 79 燃煤 79 接收站 27 發展 37 

74 新北市 35 參選人 78 參選人 78 縣長 27 面對 37 

75 立法院 35 接受 78 接受 78 清楚 27 投票 36 

76 嚴重 35 環境 78 環境 78 第三 27 連署 36 

77 討論 35 蔡英文 78 蔡英文 78 發言人 26 年底 36 

78 完成 34 立法院 78 立法院 78 大潭 26 立委 36 

79 規劃 34 發電 77 發電 77 萬 26 環境 36 

80 過程 34 綜合 77 綜合 77 社會 26 推動 36 

81 面對 34 發言人 76 發言人 76 決定 26 態度 36 

82 團體 34 進行 76 進行 76 重要 26 地方 35 

83 關鍵字 34 台電 76 台電 76 朱立倫 26 方式 35 

84 一定 34 完成 76 完成 76 批評 26 執政 35 

85 減少 33 爭議 74 爭議 74 立法院 25 老 35 

86 風險 33 一起 74 一起 74 需要 25 選民 35 

87 電力 33 立委 73 立委 73 用電 25 目前 35 

88 相關 33 發展 73 發展 73 電力 25 選情 35 

89 無法 33 選 73 選 73 非常 25 生態 34 

90 機組 32 12 72 12 72 2025 25 10 34 

91 供電 32 天然氣 71 天然氣 71 地方 24 政見 34 

92 今年 32 天 71 天 71 今年 24 民 34 

93 質疑 32 臉書 71 臉書 71 台中 24 環保署 33 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank APPL doc 
freq ETT doc 

freq ETTV doc 
freq LIB doc 

freq NEW doc 
freq 

94 12 32 選情 71 選情 71 媒體 24 臉書 33 

95 處理 32 穩定 70 穩定 70 造成 24 朱立倫 33 

96 第三 32 總統 69 總統 69 專業 24 進行 33 

97 時間 31 計畫 69 計畫 69 陳 24 重要 33 

98 礁 31 相關 69 相關 69 污染 24 一直 33 

99 目標 31 目前 68 目前 68 外界 24 台電 32 

100 30 31 上午 68 上午 68 執政 24 非常 32 

 

Node List of NOW, SETN, STOM, TVBS, UDN (Top-100 Words) 

Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank NOW doc 
freq SETN doc 

freq STOM doc 
freq TVBS doc 

freq UDN doc 
freq 

1 深澳 186 國民黨 190 深澳 197 深澳 145 深澳 675 

2 國民黨 169 深澳電廠 152 燃煤電廠 154 
深澳電

廠 
120 深澳電廠 499 

3 民進黨 158 深澳 149 民進黨 148 國民黨 113 燃煤電廠 475 

4 市長 150 市長 149 政策 136 市長 105 市長 474 

5 
燃煤電

廠 
141 新北 144 國民黨 132 

燃煤電

廠 
100 國民黨 464 

6 
深澳電

廠 
123 民進黨 141 政府 130 新北 90 facebook 441 

7 新北 122 台北 139 深澳電廠 130 中央社 85 民進黨 435 

8 政府 120 燃煤電廠 136 市長 126 民進黨 84 政府 389 

9 政策 112 反深澳 128 選舉 122 選舉 83 政策 375 

10 新北市 110 政治 117 台灣 120 政府 74 新北 373 

11 選舉 110 侯友宜 115 行政院長 114 興建 74 賴清德 361 

12 強調 109 蘇貞昌 114 賴清德 114 新北市 74 台灣 355 

13 蘇貞昌 105 選舉 112 能源 108 政策 73 選舉 348 

14 台灣 101 賴清德 102 新北 105 
行政院

長 
71 行政院長 344 

15 參選人 101 行政院長 98 問題 103 參選人 71 參選人 332 

16 陳 97 中心 93 提出 101 賴清德 70 環評 332 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank NOW doc 
freq SETN doc 

freq STOM doc 
freq TVBS doc 

freq UDN doc 
freq 

17 
行政院

長 
96 問題 92 強調 100 問題 70 能源 317 

18 民眾 95 新北市 92 環評 99 蘇貞昌 70 民眾 307 

19 質疑 95 停建 91 議題 94 侯友宜 70 觀塘 288 

20 議題 94 空污 87 行政院 92 環評 67 問題 285 

21 賴清德 89 中央社 85 民眾 90 議題 67 新北市 282 

22 興建 87 政策 84 新北市 89 台灣 64 蘇貞昌 270 

23 侯友宜 87 強調 83 蘇貞昌 84 民眾 64 侯友宜 268 

24 能源 86 能源 82 興建 83 希望 62 興建 263 

25 希望 86 參選人 82 希望 83 能源 57 健康 257 

26 提供 78 議題 81 發電 82 觀塘 56 希望 255 

27 行政院 76 電廠 81 人民 82 電廠 55 停建 251 

28 環評 74 提出 80 侯友宜 81 行政院 54 電廠 249 

29 健康 74 政府 76 政治 80 反深澳 53 議題 246 

30 停建 74 台灣 74 電廠 79 停建 52 提出 241 

31 問題 73 希望 74 候選人 77 天然氣 49 天然氣 241 

32 提出 70 發電 73 觀塘 76 發電 48 資料 241 

33 影響 70 質疑 73 停建 75 質疑 48 行政院 239 

34 電廠 69 宣布 72 天然氣 74 選戰 48 反深澳 229 

35 市民 69 觀塘 71 發展 73 環保 47 環保 223 

36 燃煤 65 目前 70 影響 73 媒體 47 宣布 222 

37 今日 65 興建 69 一定 71 強調 46 政治 214 

38 一定 65 民眾 69 環境 70 經濟部 46 評估 214 

39 宣布 64 綜合 68 反深澳 70 進行 46 燃煤 211 

40 天然氣 62 公投 67 要求 70 提出 44 環保署 210 

41 發展 62 候選人 67 必須 70 影響 44 強調 210 

42 反深澳 61 行政院 65 進行 69 10 43 質疑 210 

43 環境 61 評估 65 爭議 67 宣布 43 要求 206 

44 發電 60 陳 65 評估 67 評估 43 發電 204 

45 空汙 60 進行 64 環保 66 健康 43 台電 202 

46 政治 59 天然氣 64 資料 66 燃煤 42 空汙 194 

47 人民 57 受訪 64 空污 65 一定 41 昨天 192 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank NOW doc 
freq SETN doc 

freq STOM doc 
freq TVBS doc 

freq UDN doc 
freq 

48 蔡英文 57 12 63 呼籲 64 要求 41 總統 191 

49 觀塘 57 經濟部 62 10 64 生態 40 影響 188 

50 推動 56 環評 62 媒體 64 回應 39 人民 186 

51 媒體 55 反核食 62 燃煤 63 選情 38 一定 186 

52 面對 55 立委 61 台電 63 態度 37 經濟部 186 

53 候選人 55 上午 61 年底 62 對手 37 立委 182 

54 發電廠 54 提供 61 參選人 62 討論 37 接收站 171 

55 一起 54 10 60 重要 62 造成 37 蔡英文 170 

56 執政 54 資料 60 社會 61 目前 36 呼籲 168 

57 重要 53 公投案 60 蔡英文 61 電力 36 環境 165 

58 批評 53 立法院 60 執政 61 全台 36 選情 163 

59 總統 53 連署 57 質疑 61 接收站 36 清楚 160 

60 態度 52 完成 56 健康 60 清楚 35 市民 158 

61 汙染 52 萬 54 目前 60 環保署 35 今年 156 

62 討論 51 中選會 54 無法 60 立法院 35 生態 156 

63 機組 50 討論 53 台北 59 上午 35 陳 155 

64 目前 49 年底 51 公投 59 空氣 34 爭議 154 

65 競選 49 媒體 51 機組 58 決定 34 機組 154 

66 中央 49 院長 51 選戰 57 非常 34 決定 154 

67 呼籲 49 台電 49 環保署 57 批評 34 上午 154 

68 決定 49 發展 49 討論 57 受訪 34 台北 153 

69 環保署 48 辦公室 49 今年 56 桃園 34 汙染 149 

70 回應 48 面對 48 投票 56 爭議 33 公投 148 

71 空氣 47 批評 48 決定 56 其實 33 電力 148 

72 立場 47 停止 48 陳 56 一起 33 一直 148 

73 臉書 47 決定 47 專業 56 公投 33 計畫 146 

74 選情 47 燃煤 46 相關 55 總統 33 回應 146 

75 資料 47 連署書 46 經濟部 55 投票 33 照片 145 

76 立委 47 選戰 46 記者會 55 外界 32 立法院 144 

77 辦公室 46 市民 46 中油 55 相關 32 討論 143 

78 立法院 46 機組 45 立法院 55 立委 32 批評 143 

79 台電 44 選情 45 總統 54 表態 32 發電廠 141 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank NOW doc 
freq SETN doc 

freq STOM doc 
freq TVBS doc 

freq UDN doc 
freq 

80 台北 44 競選 45 接受 54 事情 32 中油 141 

81 選戰 44 環保 44 生態 54 當時 31 第三 141 

82 非常 43 要求 44 批評 54 呼籲 31 無法 141 

83 地方 43 爭議 44 接收站 54 中央 31 報告 140 

84 環保 43 主委 44 立委 54 接受 31 態度 140 

85 縣長 43 一定 44 完成 53 第三 31 台中 139 

86 年底 42 呼籲 43 考量 53 候選人 31 發展 139 

87 10 42 影響 43 出席 53 政治 31 大會 139 

88 第三 42 相關 43 國家 53 2018 31 環團 139 

89 火力 41 執政 43 其實 52 很多 30 造成 139 

90 生態 41 法 42 完全 52 陳 30 中央 135 

91 需要 41 國家 42 環團 52 停止 30 停止 135 

92 清楚 41 引發 42 造成 52 最新 30 開發 135 

93 桃園 41 到底 42 宣布 52 市民 30 一起 134 

94 計畫 40 計畫 41 2025 52 覺得 30 發言人 134 

95 能夠 40 臉書 41 如今 52 空汙 29 外界 133 

96 過程 39 桃園 40 選情 52 競選 29 提供 132 

97 經濟 39 清楚 40 民 51 立場 29 媒體 132 

98 爭議 39 態度 40 萬 51 萬 29 縣長 132 

99 要求 39 排放 39 市民 51 大會 29 進行 131 

100 經濟部 39 30 39 大會 51 完成 29 桃園 130 

 

Node List of Pro-DPP, Pro-KMT Semantic Network (Top-100 Words) 

Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank pro-DPP doc freq pro-KMT doc freq 

1 深澳 346 深澳 1676 

2 國民黨 322 國民黨 1305 

3 燃煤電廠 290 深澳電廠 1291 

4 民進黨 289 市長 1275 

5 深澳電廠 282 燃煤電廠 1240 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank pro-DPP doc freq pro-KMT doc freq 

6 市長 275 民進黨 1135 

7 新北 249 新北 1050 

8 選舉 234 政府 974 

9 政策 220 政策 958 

10 賴清德 216 台灣 937 

11 行政院長 212 選舉 901 

12 政府 206 賴清德 862 

13 台北 198 行政院長 861 

14 反深澳 198 新北市 840 

15 蘇貞昌 198 民眾 828 

16 政治 197 環評 794 

17 侯友宜 196 蘇貞昌 790 

18 問題 195 侯友宜 789 

19 台灣 194 能源 787 

20 能源 190 強調 759 

21 強調 183 興建 728 

22 提出 181 問題 727 

23 新北市 181 希望 727 

24 議題 175 議題 725 

25 停建 166 參選人 724 

26 環評 161 電廠 691 

27 電廠 160 反深澳 656 

28 民眾 159 停建 651 

29 行政院 157 健康 650 

30 希望 157 台北 647 

31 發電 155 觀塘 646 

32 興建 152 行政院 642 

33 空污 152 提出 626 

34 觀塘 147 天然氣 593 

35 參選人 144 政治 586 

36 候選人 144 質疑 577 

37 天然氣 138 資料 569 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank pro-DPP doc freq pro-KMT doc freq 

38 質疑 134 宣布 566 

39 進行 133 提供 540 

40 評估 132 發電 530 

41 目前 130 燃煤 529 

42 資料 126 候選人 520 

43 公投 126 一定 518 

44 10 124 要求 517 

45 宣布 124 影響 517 

46 發展 122 評估 514 

47 陳 121 環保 511 

48 經濟部 117 台電 497 

49 人民 116 市民 489 

50 影響 116 人民 481 

51 立委 115 環保署 475 

52 立法院 115 環境 470 

53 媒體 115 經濟部 466 

54 一定 115 facebook 457 

55 要求 114 陳 449 

56 年底 113 批評 439 

57 台電 112 呼籲 435 

58 爭議 111 清楚 432 

59 環保 110 發展 427 

60 討論 110 立委 426 

61 提供 110 總統 423 

62 燃煤 109 10 419 

63 完成 109 面對 419 

64 中心 108 生態 412 

65 呼籲 107 討論 412 

66 12 106 競選 409 

67 萬 105 媒體 409 

68 執政 104 進行 409 

69 機組 103 回應 408 
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Semantic  Network / Document Frequency (doc freq) 

rank pro-DPP doc freq pro-KMT doc freq 

70 選戰 103 爭議 406 

71 決定 103 目前 404 

72 批評 102 接收站 401 

73 上午 100 公投 401 

74 社會 99 決定 397 

75 相關 98 立法院 397 

76 環境 97 態度 395 

77 選情 97 蔡英文 393 

78 市民 97 選情 391 

79 國家 95 造成 381 

80 面對 95 一起 381 

81 公投案 95 機組 377 

82 受訪 95 空汙 371 

83 無法 94 中央 370 

84 記者會 94 立場 368 

85 健康 93 停止 366 

86 環保署 92 計畫 365 

87 接受 92 重要 363 

88 投票 92 受訪 363 

89 重要 91 地方 363 

90 2025 90 中油 357 

91 計畫 90 執政 357 

92 接收站 90 空氣 355 

93 必須 89 發言人 353 

94 停止 89 大會 352 

95 總統 89 完成 350 

96 蔡英文 89 第三 350 

97 供電 88 上午 350 

98 清楚 88 電力 349 

99 反核食 88 空污 348 

100 中央社 87 相關 346 
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